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Abstract

Saliva has a number of functions which are important in maintaining a 

healthy oral environment. Its composition and rheoiogical properties are 

complex making the formulation of a saliva substitute^ with identical 

properties difficult. Recently it has become apparent that saliva also forms a 

tough viscoelastic film at the air-saliva interface. The significance of this 

property is currently unknown but it may have implications for the 

development of better saliva substitutes and in the pathogenesis of some 

oral diseases. The aims of the current study were to;

1. Investigate the surface film forming properties of saliva.

2. Compare these properties with those of commercially available saliva 

substitutes.

3. Undertake preliminary characterisation of the composition of the surface 

fiim.

Surface elasticity and surface viscosity were assessed using an Oscillating 

Ring Surface Shear Rheometer (ORSSR) at approximately 6 Hz. Whole 

resting saliva and stimulated parotid saliva were collected using standard 

techniques from one healthy male subject. The surface rheoiogical 

properties of human saliva were compared with those of commercially 

available saliva substitutes. Results indicated that whilst human saliva had 

pronounced surface film forming properties none of the commercially 

available saliva substitutes demonstrated any measurable surface elasticity 

or surface viscosity.



Freezing stimulated parotid saliva at either -20°C or -70°C produced a 90% 

reduction in surface elasticity (from approx. 125mN/m) and viscosity (from 

approx. 1.75Ns/m). Dilution of saliva with normal saline produced a further 

reduction in rheoiogical parameters but these were not directly related to the 

concentration of saliva.

Isolation of the surface film of stimulated parotid saliva enabled its protein 

composition to be investigated with SDS page electrophoresis. Results 

indicated that two protein fractions were concentrated within the surface film, 

one with a large molecular weight (>205KDa) and one with a lower 

molecular weight (approx. 10-12KDa).

Conclusion - Human saliva forms a strong viscoelastic fiim at its interface 

with air. The formation of the film is adversely affected by freezing and 

appears to involve concentration of two distinct protein fractions in the 

surface layer.
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1.1 Introduction

Saliva is a complex fluid having numerous functions which make it essential 

for oral health. There Is a tendency to take saliva for granted and it is only 

following a diminution in flow that the full spectrum of its properties becomes 

apparent to patients as a wide range of symptoms become manifest (Fox et 

al. 1985). Many of these symptoms can be attributed to a loss of oral 

lubrication and yet little is known about the physical properties of saliva 

which perform this function.

Currently available saliva substitutes may offer symptomatic relief for some 

patients but they are not perfect and their rheoiogical properties are very 

different from those of saliva.

It has become apparent that saliva is not a homogeneous fluid which simply 

washes over the tissues but one which exists in thin films (Collins and 

Dawes 1987) moving slowly over the tissues (Dawes et al. 1989) and which 

may also form a tough surface film at the air-saliva interface (Waterman et 

al. 1988).

Investigation of the physical properties of saliva requires collaboration 

between scientists from different disciplines since the mathematics 

associated with the rheology is extremely complex and beyond the training 

of most clinicians.

In this review of the literature the general features of saliva, its rheoiogical 

properties and their implications for the development of saliva substitutes 

and certain pathological states will be discussed.
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1.2 Saliva

Whole saliva is a complex fluid derived from four different types of salivary 

glands but which also contains gingival crevicular fluid, bacteria and both 

cellular and food debris (Dawes 1974). The composition of saliva varies 

according to its level of stimulation and throughout the animal kingdom 

different species produce saliva specifically suited to their requirements. In 

man the daily production of saliva is approximately 500-600ml (Jenkins 

1978) but ruminants may produce 200 litres of a watery saliva secreted 

mainly from the parotid glands, whereas ant eaters and armadillos produce a 

very sticky secretion from enlarged submandibular glands.

In man the parotid glands contribute approximately 25% of resting saliva 

volume (approx. 0.5ml/min) and 45% of whole stimulated saliva flow (approx. 

2.5ml/min) (Dawes and Ong 1973). The submandibular and sublingual 

glands contribute approximately 70% of unstimulated flow and 50% of 

stimulated flow. The remainder is supplied by numerous minor salivary 

glands (Dawes 1974).

1.2.1 Functions of Saliva

The functions of saliva are summarised in Table 1.1 and are reviewed in 

detail by Mandel (1987). Their importance is clear from the variety of 

symptoms which may be associated with inadequate salivary flow (Fox et al. 

1985) including mucositis, bad taste, halitosis, difficulty with eating, speech, 

swallowing and managing dentures. Hyposalivation is also associated with 

an increased level of caries, gingivitis and candidiasis.
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Principle Functions of Saliva

1. General i) General flushing and lavage action

2. Digestion i) Lubrication / bolus formation

ii) Taste - solubilisation of food
iii) Breakdown of carbohydrate in stagnation areas

3. Protective i) Decreased permeability of the oral mucosa

ii) Prevention of proteolytic enzyme damage

iii) Provision of ions for enamel maturation
iv) Possible enhancement of wound healing
V) Acceleration of blood coagulation
Vi) Pellicle formation

4. Anti-microbial i) Secretory IgA

ii) Lysosyme

iii) Lactoferrin
iv) Lactoperoxidase

5. Maintenance of pH Related largely to the concentration of bicarbonate. 
The pH may be as low as 5.3 at low flow rates, 
rising to 7.8 at high flow rates.

6 . Maintenance of water balance - via sensation of thirst

Table 1.1 Principle functions of saliva.
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1.2.2 Mechanism of salivary secretion

Saliva Is secreted by the salivary glands in a two part process. During the 

first stage most of the protein, electrolytes and all of the water are added 

within the acinae (Fig. 1.1) and this results in the formation of a secretion 

which is isotonic to plasma. The second stage occurs as the saliva travels 

down the salivary ducts before being secreted into the mouth. The 

composition of the electrolytes is altered with reabsorption of most of the 

Na+ and Cl" whilst some K+ and HCO3 " enters the saliva so that by the time 

the saliva enters the mouth it is hypotonic to plasma. The secretion of saliva 

is controlled via the autonomic nervous system (Baum 1987; Garrett 1987) 

with stimulation by the sympathetic pathway causing a secretion which is 

richer in protein than that produced by parasympathetic stimulation.

electrolytes
protein water

Hco;Na

isotonic

Acinus Ducts

hypotonic
secretion

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of saliva secretion.

As the flow rate increases the composition of saliva alters with the most 

notable changes being a rise in the concentrations of Na+ and HCO3 - and a
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marked fall in the concentration of Mg2+ and PO4 3". The effect on protein 

concentration is more complex with an initial fall in concentration but this is 

rapidly followed by a marked rise with parotid saliva demonstrating a rising 

protein content associated with increasing flow rate (Dawes 1969). 

Examination of the graphs for the 10 subjects used in the above study 

indicates that the protein concentration of the saliva was decreasing during 

the lOmin collection of saliva prior to the commencement of stimulation. This 

may indicate that the collection cups (see section 5.3.1) were causing a 

degree of stimulation so that resting values were never achieved. The initial 

fall in protein concentration observed may therefore be more pronounced 

than is really the case.

1.2.3 Methods of collecting saliva

There are many factors which can affect the salivary flow rate (Table 1.2) 

and these must be controlled as carefully as possible when collecting saliva 

for diagnostic or research purposes.

Saliva may be collected either as whole saliva or as the secretion from 

individual glands under resting or stimulated conditions. The advantages of 

collecting whole saliva are that:

i. It can be easily collected by dribbling into a container (Navazesh and 

Christenson 1982).

ii. It is thought to be the secretion which is most representative of the oral 

environment since for most of the day the mouth is bathed in resting whole 

saliva. This gives it an important role in protecting the oral tissues 

(Navazesh, Christensen, and Brightman 1992).
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Factors which influence salivary flow rate

Important factors

Level of hydration/dehydration

Previous stimulation /relationship to food and drink

Time of day (circadian variation)

Drugs

Pathological conditions 

Adequate light 

Body posture

Less important or unproven factors

Gender

Age

Circannual variation

Table 1.2 Factors which should be taken into consideration when collecting 

saliva.

Saliva from the parotid glands can be relatively conveniently collected using 

suction retained devices (Carlson and Crittenden 1910; Lashley 1916) which 

are discussed further in section 5.3.1.
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The secretion from the submandibular and sublingual glands are generally 

collected as a combined secretion (since the gland orifices are anatomically 

close together) using devices which are individually constructed for each 

subject (Schneyer 1955). It seems inevitable that such an appliance covering 

the floor of the mouth will cause a degree of stimulation from these glands 

making true resting flow almost impossible to collect.

An alternative and elegant approach to the problem of making acrylic 

collection devices for each patient has been described and involves adapting 

dental elastomeric impression materials closely to the sublingual area and 

passing a fine plastic tube through the material to exit close to the gland 

orifices (Oliveby et al. 1989). These workers report that such a device can 

be worn for 140min without discomfort. A further development has been the 

description of a similar method involving a small prefabricated collecting unit 

which is placed over the duct and held in place with dental impression 

material in a modified tray (Nederfors and Dahlof 1993).

Minor salivary glands are widely distributed throughout the oral cavity except 

for the anterior part of the hard palate and gingivae. Their secretions can be 

coiiected in very small volumes by isolating an area of mucosa, usually the 

labial mucosa, and collecting secretions from glands using either 

micropipettes or filter paper (Spiers 1984).

Stimulation of saiivary flow can be achieved by using citric acid, citrus fruit 

flavoured sweets or by asking subjects to chew a bland gum such as 

polyvinyl acetate. Chewing rate can be standardised with a metronome if 

desired (Malamud and Tabak 1992).
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1.2.4 Which Is the most appropriate secretion to collect?

Whole saliva may not be as representative as previously thought (Navazesh, 

Christensen, and Brightman 1992) since there is now evidence that saliva 

does not flow evenly over the oral tissues. Two studies have shown that 

saliva remains relatively well localised both under resting conditions using 

fluoride as the marker (Weatherell et al. 1984) and also under stimulated 

conditions using chewing gum Impregnated with the food dye erythrosine 

(Hector and Sullivan 1992). It was found that there was little migration of 

stimulated saliva from one side of the mouth to the other with even the 

midline of the tongue not being crossed in 40% of the subjects.

If different types of saliva remain comparatively well localised It may be that 

parotid saliva is more important for protection of the buccal mucosa whilst 

submandibular/sublingual saliva is Important for protecting the tongue and 

floor of the mouth and unilateral oral lesions might be related to deficient flow 

or content of saliva from the glands on that side of the mouth.

Until there is a better understanding of the mechanisms by which the 

protective functions of saliva are performed the type of saliva to be collected 

must be determined according to the requirements of each individual study. 

In some cases this may be whole saliva and in others the collection of saliva 

from individual glands under resting and stimulated conditions.

1.2.5 Saliva film thickness

It is now apparent that saliva exists in the mouth in thin films (Collins and 

Dawes 1987). This has been calculated as being 0.07-0.10mm in thickness
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from the difference between the volume of saliva in the mouth before 

(approx. 1ml) and after swallowing (approx. 0.75ml) (Lagerlof and Dawes 

1984) and determining the thickness of the film if this volume was spread 

evenly over the oral structures. The surface area of the oral structures 

(approx. 215cm2) having been calculated from the weight of foil required to 

cover a model of the mouth (Collins and Dawes 1987). This is an interesting 

approach to a difficult problem although there is an assumption that the 

residual volume of saliva left in the mouth was removed by rinsing the mouth 

with 5mI of distilled water. Using the estimated values above the rate of 

movement of the salivary film across the tissues was calculated to be in the 

order of 0.8 - 8 mm/min and was thought to increased 2 - 40 times during 

peak flow rates (Dawes et al. 1989).

In addition to the thin film of saliva there is also a thicker more adherent layer 

attached to the oral hard and soft tissues, the oral mucous coat (Slomlany et 

al. 1989; Slomlany et al. 1986) (see section 1.3.4) which is composed 

largely of salivary macromolecules.

1.3 Salivary macromolecules

1.3.1 General features of glycoproteins

Glycoproteins are complex molecules composed of a polypeptide central 

core to which short irregular branched or unbranched heterosaccharide side 

chains are covalently bound. The protein core is not uniformly glycosylated 

but contains areas which are devoid of polysaccharide side chains, termed 

"naked" areas, which are more susceptible to proteolytic action. These 

naked areas are largely hydrophobic due to the higher proportion of cysteinyl
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residues and hydrophobic amino acids contrasting with the highly hydrophilic 

glycosylated areas. The glycosylation of glycoproteins maybe either random 

or biased (Fig. 1.2) which may impose a functional heterogenicity between 

different areas of the same molecule which in turn may have implications for 

the function of different glycoproteins.

Naked area Carbohydrate sidechains

COOH

a. Random glycosylation of a glycoprotein

NHj  — ' COOH

b. Biased glycosylation of a glycoprotein 

Fig. 1.2 Patterns of glycosylation of glycoproteins.

The heterosaccharide side chains of glycoproteins are relatively short (2-20 

units). The most characteristic carbohydrate constituent is N-acetylneuramic 

acid (sialic acid) which is both a sugar and an amino acid. It has a strongly 

acidic carboxyl group (pk = 2 .6 ) which confers acidic properties and a net 

negative charge on the whole glycoprotein molecule at a physiological pH 

(Leach 1963). Being polar it makes the molecule highly hydrophilic.
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stretching out the side chains in an aqueous environment and its shape has 

been likened to that of a bottle brush. The glycoproteins in saliva and other 

body fluids such as synovial fluid and the secretions of the respiratory, 

gastrointestinal and reproductive systems are responsible for many of the 

physical properties since the molecules tend to be bulky and interact with 

each other via a number of different types of bonds (Tabak et al. 1982):

a. Calcium bridges between negatively charged groups.

b. Disulphide bridges (intra and inter chain).

c. Ionic interactions between carboxyl groups and amino acid residues.

d. Hydrophobic - hydrophobic interactions.

e. Repulsion by negatively charged heterosaccharide side chains.

1.3.2 Mucus glycoproteins

Glycoproteins have an important role to play in the interaction of cells with 

their environment. The cell membrane is composed of a lipid bilayer which 

contains integral glycoproteins (Singer and Nicolson 1972) and these may 

extend beyond the cell for up to SOnm into the intercellular space (Strous 

and Dekker 1992). In situations where greater protection is necessary such 

as in the alimentary tract additional protection and regulation of diffusion is 

provided by epithelial cell secretions rich in mucus glycoproteins (Mol. Wt in 

the region of 1 0 ® or greater).

Whilst those working in the field of salivary research are concerned about 

the volume of secretion that can be obtained from individual glands and of 

contamination of whole saliva these difficulties seem minor compared with 

those encountered in the study of human gastric mucus. Because human
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gastric mucus is so difficult to obtain most research has been carried out on 

animals and particularly pig gastric mucus. The mucus may be obtained by

one of three different techniques (Allen and Snary 1972);

1. Isolation from gastric washouts.

2. Isolation from gastric scrapings.

3. Isolation from enzymatic digestion of the gastric mucosa.

Caution is required when extrapolating the properties of one type of

secretion to another situation and species, as has frequently been done, 

since the function of each secretion is different. A comparison of the 

molecular weights of the components of various glycoproteins from different 

body systems are given in Table 1.3.

Soluble glycoproteins are responsible for creating a viscous gel that contains 

large amounts of water and such gels cover the epithelium of the alimentary, 

respiratory and reproductive tracts. Many oligometric units occur, in these 

situations, following the formation of di-sulphide bridges. These bonds 

appear to be vital for Increasing viscous properties since their reduction 

produces a lowering in viscosity of gastrointestinal secretions of about 75% 

(Allen and Snary 1972).

The protective and physical properties of a mucus layer will be influenced by:

1. The concentration of glycoproteins.

2. The structure of the glycoproteins.

3. The presence of other molecules such as non mucin, noncovalently bound 

proteins.

7
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4. Lipids.

5. Ionic conditions.

Mucin Backbone Monomer Oligomer

Cervix 0.18 2.0-2.5 10-15

Rat Gastric 0.27 0.9 1.8-3.6

Human Gastric 0.9 2 . 0 4.0-6.0

Submandibular 0.06-0.1 0.5-2.5 2.0-5.0

Trachea 0 . 1 0.5-0.6 9.0-16.0

Table 1.3 Size (10® KDa) of mucin glycoproteins (Adapted from (Strous and 

Dekker 1992)).

1.3.3 Salivary mucins

The study of salivary mucins and their function has been dominated by a 

group of researchers from New York (Tabak et al. 1982). They have 

identified two salivary mucins which they have designated MG1 (Mol. Wt. 

> 1Q6) for the higher molecular weight mucin and MG2 (Mol. W t.- 2x10 ^) for 

the lower molecular weight molecule. Since both mucins can be identified in 

the minor salivary gland secretion they suggest that these mucins are the 

products of mucous acinae. A summary of the salient points concerning the 

structure and proposed functions of MG1 and MG2 are given in Table 1.4.
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Comparison of structure and proposed functions of salivary mucins

MG1 Structure
Molecuiar weight > 10®
Larger oligosaccharide subunits 
Contains naked domains, hydrophobic 
More sulphate, less sialic acid than MG2 
Covalently bound fatty acids 
S-S bonds

“Early” tissue pellicie formation
a. permeability barrier
i) protection against desiccation
ii) protection against environmental insult
b. viscoelasticity
c. lubrication
d. concentration of protective molecules at 
the tissue environmental interface
i) lysozyme
ii) s IgA
iii) phosphoproteins

MG2 Structure
Molecular weight = approx. 2x10®
Smaller oligosaccharide subunits 
Uniform iy glycosylated

Bacterial pellicle formation
a. microbial clearance
b. co-aggregation

Table 1.4 Proposed structure and functions of salivary mucins from 
(Levine et al. 1987a; Levine et al. 1987b; Tabak et al. 1982).
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The above authors have sought to investigate the link between structure and 

function of salivary mucins and many of the reports produced have been 

extremely good review articles but the evidence for the link between the 

structural properties of these molecules and their function appears 

somewhat circumstantial. The evidence for the structure of the 

oligosaccharide structures of MG2 appear to be based on the results of one 

individual and the paper does not state how many samples were taken 

(Reddy, Levine and Prakobphol 1985). The basis of assigning the property 

of concentrating protective molecules at the hard tissue surface to MG1 is 

based on in vitro studies which have demonstrated that MG1 has a higher 

affinity for synthetic hydroxyapatite than MG2 (Tabak et al. 1985). These 

authors suggested on the basis of the above findings that MG1 functions at 

the hard and soft tissue interface to provide a permeability barrier for 

protection against environmental insult and desiccation (Tabak et al. 1982). 

Whilst this may indeed be the case the above study does not prove it.

It appears that at present there is relatively little firm scientific evidence to 

support the proposed functions of MG1 and MG2. It should also be 

remembered that saliva is not a homogeneous fluid and that isolating two 

glycoproteins and investigating their functions ignores the possibility of 

synergistic interactions which are likely to occur between the wide variety of 

molecules and ions present in saliva.

In addition to contributing to the lubricating properties of saliva glycoproteins 

in saliva also serve to reduce the permeability of the mucosa and have 

important functions in restricting access of potential irritants and carcinogens 

to the mucosa (Adams 1974: Adams 1975; Wallenius and Lekholm 1973).
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Adams (1974) demonstrated that fluorescent dyes failed to significantly 

penetrate the oral epithelium in rats and rabbits unless salivary flow was 

inhibited by hyoscine hydrobromide. The fluorescent dye (N-acetyl cysteine) 

penetrated non-keratinised mucosa to a greater extent than keratinised 

mucosa and removal of the mucopolysaccharide layer covering the 

superficial cells of the oral mucosa, using mucolytic agents, also increased 

the permeability of the mucosa.

It seems likely that salivary components are also important in the formation 

of a barrier which protects the oral mucosa against the effects of proteases 

which are present in the mouth. Proteolytic enzymes are produced from both 

plaque bacteria and polymorphonuclear leukocytes which are released into 

the mouth via the gingival crevice or periodontal pocket and might be 

expected to cause considerable tissue damage. Glycoproteins are ideally 

suited to this protective function since the protein core of the mucins and 

glycoproteins is protected from the action of proteases by the carbohydrate 

side chains. Cysteine-containing phosphoproteins (Shomers et al. 1982) 

and Cathepsin G (Ohisson et al. 1984) also have antiproteolytic activity and 

are both present in saliva.

1.3.4 Mucus Coat

Salivary components become adsorbed to both the hard and soft tissues of 

the oral cavity. In the case of the teeth this film is known as the acquired 

dental pellicle and is rich in saliva derived proteins, glycoproteins and lipids, 

in the case of the soft tissues it forms the mucus coat. (Mandel 1977; 

Slomiany et al. 1986).
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The proteins and glycoproteins present are thought to be responsible for the 

susceptibility of the enamel surface to bacterial colonisation and the lipids for 

its hydrophobic properties (Slomiany et al. 1986). These films are 

considered to have important roles in the defence of both the hard and soft 

tissues (Slomiany et al. 1989; Tabak et al. 1985).

The rheological properties of saliva will determine its ability to coat the oral 

surfaces and provide lubrication during speaking and eating. It would seem 

appropriate for such rheological properties to be taken into account when 

designing synthetic saliva substitutes.

1.4 Rheology

Rheology is the science which is associated with the study of flow and 

deformation of materials and has huge practical applications in many fields 

including the food, paint, petrochemical and pharmaceutical industries as 

well as medicine and biology.

The relationship between the stress applied to a material and the 

consequent movement obeys highly complex mathematical equations. This 

has correctly led to the opinion that rheology is a subject which is "viewed as 

being of prohibitive complexity by scientists without a strong mathematical 

background" (Barnes, Hutton, and Walters 1989).

One consequence of this situation is that the rheology of saliva has not been 

studied as extensively as would seem appropriate since the functions of 

saliva are largely linked to its properties lavage and lubrication.
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Liquids maybe broadly divided into two types, Newtonian and non- 

Newtonian depending on their properties.

1.4.1 Newtonian Liquids (e.g. glycerine and water)

Newtonian liquids are relatively simple with the rate of flow being 

proportional to the applied stress. If two parallel plates are separated by a 

Newtonian fluid (Fig. 1.3) and the upper plate is made top move a velocity 

gradient is established within the liquid. The velocity of the layer of liquid 

immediately above the stationary plate is slowest and the layer immediately 

beneath the moving plate most rapid.

The force required to produce the movement (force/unit area = shear stress 

= a) is proportional to the velocity gradient (or shear rate = y). This means

that if you double the stress you double the rate of movement. Clearly for a 

given stress different liquids will move at different rates and this is due to 

variation in the internal friction or viscosity (t ]). The relationship between

these factors can be expressed as; 

a =  T]y

There is therefore a direct proportionality between the shear stress (a) and 

shear rate ( 7 ) with the viscosity (ti ) being the constant which can be

expressed graphically (Fig. 1.4). The graph of shear stress against shear 

rate for Newtonian liquids is a straight line which passes through the origin. 

This means that the viscosity of a Newtonian fluid can be determined from 

the shear rate obtained at one shear stress. This is an essential difference 

between Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids since for non-Newtonian fluids 

the shear rate is not proportional to the shear stress.
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Velocity

Force

B

Fig. 1.3 Representation of Newtonian flow. A velocity gradient is established 

in the liquid with the layers of liquid nearest plate A moving most rapidly.

1.4.2 Non-Newtonian liquids

Non-Newtonian fluids are more complex and do not obey the same law as 

Newtonian fluids because their shear rate is not directly proportional to the 

shear stress. Saliva is a typical example of a Non-Newtonian fluid since the 

large macromolecules which it contains must slide past each other for the 

saliva to flow. The following properties are considered to be important in 

determining the Non-Newtonian properties of a solution (Glicksman 1969):

1. Particle shape.

2. Particle size.

3. Particle concentration.

4. Particle flexibility and ease of deformation.

5. Solvation of the particles by the continuous phase.

6 . Presence and magnitude of electrical charge on particles.
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Shear
stress Viscosity

Shear
rate

Shear
rate

Fig. 1.4 Newtonian flow curves.

These criteria can readily be applied to solutions containing 

macromolecules. There are a number of different general patterns of flow for 

non-Newtonian fluids and these are illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

Shear
stress

Plastic

Pseudoplastic

Newtonian

Dilatant

Shear
rate

Fig. 1.5 Shear stress against shear rate rheograms for Newtonian and Non- 

Newtonian fluids.
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1. Plastic fluids have an initial resistance (yield stress) which must be 

overcome before flow starts and the fluid thereafter behaves as a Newtonian 

fiuid.

2. Pseudoplastic (shear thinning) fluids (such as saliva) flow more easily as 

the shear rate increases. Thixotrophy is a property closely allied to 

pseudoplastic behaviour whereby the viscosity increases again following a 

period of rest and removal of the shear stress (e.g. non drip paint). The 

viscosity of a thixotropic fluid will therefore be dependent not only on the 

shear rate but also on the amount of shearing that has taken place 

previously. This results in the appearance of a hysteresis loop on a 

rheogram (Fig. 1.6) which is a very informative method of presenting 

rheological data for non-Newtonian fluids such as saliva (Roberts 1981).

Shear
stress

Shear
rate

Fig. 1. 6  Hysteresis loop which is a feature of thixotropic fiow.
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3. Dilatant (shear thickening) fluids behave in the opposite way to 

pseudoplastic fluids with the apparent viscosity increasing with higher shear 

rates.

In addition to differences in viscosity, or the friction within different fluids, 

Non-Newtonian fluids may also have elastic properties which instil a degree 

of elastic recoil to the fluid. This property is the equivalent of Young’s elastic 

modulus for a solid. If a force is applied to an elastic (Hookean) solid it will 

undergo a deformation such that.

Force = Elastic modulus x Displacement (y). (a=  G.y)

Materials which obey Hookes Law can be described as ideal elastic or 

Hookean solids and the coefficient of proportionality is the shear modulus of 

the elasticity.

1.4.3 Viscoelastic liquids

There is a large group of materials including many biological fluids which 

exhibit both viscous and elastic properties. The situation is further 

complicated by the fact that at low stresses the material may behave 

essentially as an elastic solid whilst under higher loads it may behave as a 

fluid. This is because such materials have a structure composed of a solvent 

and various large macromolecules which may be joined chemically or be 

physically tangled. The interactions of the macromolecules will significantly 

affect the flow of the fluid.
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Viscoelastic fluids also exhibit the unusual properties of:

i. Expanding when shot out of a smali opening as a jet instead of contracting 

as most fiuids do.

ii. The Weisenberg effect, the viscoelastic fluid climbing up a rotating stirrer 

rather than being thrown out by the centrifugal forces .

It can be difficult to compare studies of non-Newtonian visco-elastic fluids, 

such as saliva if different shear stresses have been used. This is because 

uniike Newtonian fluids the rheoiogical properties at one shear stress do not 

predict the rheological properties at another. Bulk rheological studies of 

biological materials should therefore be undertaken at a variety of shear 

stresses inciuding those that maybe encountered physiologically. This is a 

problem when studying saliva since the physioiogical forces encountered 

have not been clearly established. This situation wiil be complicated even 

further by the fact that when the shear stress is altered such as during 

mastication the composition and volume of saliva also changes. These 

changes in volume and composition will not be purely related to improving 

lubrication but also to other functions such as buffering capacity.

The behaviour of a viscoelastic fiuid can be described in terms of a spring 

which represents the eiasticity and a hydraulic damper which represents the 

viscous element (Fig. 1.7).

It can be seen from this simplified model that the behaviour of the fluid will 

depend upon the speed at which it is made to flow. If the flow is very slow it 

will be limited by the viscous aspect of the fluid (the dashpot). However at 

greater loads the spring will be extended and flow will continue after the 

stimuius has been withdrawn as the spring recoils pulling the plunger in the
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dashpot. It has been suggested that viscoelastic fluids can be accurately 

modelled using this system of springs and dash pots although the models 

become increasingly complex with the need to put several elements of the 

same type into the model both in series and in parallel (Litt 1973).

Dashpot /
absorber

Spring

Fig. 1.7 The Maxwell model of viscoelastic behaviour using a dashpot and 

spring model (Litt 1979).

1.4.4 Rheological methods

Three types of rheometers have generally been used to study the bulk 

rheology of saliva and the principles of these will be briefly outlined.

1. Capillary rheometers (e.g. Ostwald rheometer)

Capillary rheometers can be used to determine the viscosity of Newtonian 

fluids either by measuring the time it takes for a liquid to run through a 

capillary tube or by timing how long it takes a ball to sink a known distance 

through the liquid. A major limitation of capillary rheometers is that they do
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not enable different shear rates to be used and as already discussed there is 

little value In assessing the viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid at one shear 

rate (Davis 1971).

2. Rotational rheometers

The advantages of rotational rheometers are chiefly that fluids can be 

studied at different shear rates and that time dependent changes can also be 

investigated.

a. Cone and plate (Fig. 1.8 ) (e.g. Weisenberg rheometer)

Cone and plate rheometers work by having one part that rotates separated 

from a measuring device by the test fluid. The plate is made to rotate either 

continuously or in oscillation and the character of the movement of the cone 

is used to determine the rheological properties of the test fluid. The angle 

between the cone and the plate is approximately 1 -2 °.

b. Pendulum-bob (Fig. 1.9) (e.g. Brookfield rheometer)

The cup and bob rheometer, which may require up to 150ml of a sample 

fluid, enables the rheological properties of a fluid to be determined by 

measuring the amount of distortion that occurs to a spring when the bob is 

immersed in the test fluid and forced to rotate or oscillate .

1.5 Bulk rheology of saliva

The bulk rheology of saliva has been studied by numerous workers and 

some of these studies are summarised in Table 1.5. However despite the 

number of studies many of them suffer from severe limitations particularly 

the early studies in which the capillary tube viscometers were used (Mizuma 

1937; Schneyer 1955; Schroeder 1964; Willsmore 1937) a technique now
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Cone

Test flui

Fig. 1 . 8  Components of a cone and plate rheometer

Test fiuid

Motor and 
measuring 
spring

Fig. 1.9 The cup and bob viscometer consists of a bob which immersed in 

the test fluid and made to rotate .



Reference Saliva Type Number of 
samples

Rheology Type Shear rate Temp Viscosity (n)

(Willsmore 1937) 

(Mizuma 1937) 

(Schneyer 1955)

(Schroeder 1964) 

(Makila and Vaaja 1966) 

(Makila1969)

Whole resting 288

Whole resting 1904, mostly 
school children

Ostwald
viscosimeter

Ostwald
viscosimeter

N/A

N/A

Whole stimulated 1 
1% acetic acid

Parotid stimulated 1 
1% acetic acid

Submaxillary stim 1 
1% acetic acid

Modified Ostwald. N/A 
no details of 
method given

Sublingual stim 
1% acetic acid

1

Whole resting 10 subjects on 3 Modified Hess

18.5°C

N/K

30°C

occasions

Whole stimulated 109

Whole stimulated 35 
(wax)

(capillary 
viscometer)

Epprecht
rotational
viscometer

Epprecht
rotational
viscometer

N/A 20°C
water pressure of 
100cm

200 rpm

200 rpm

N/K

N/K

Relative value = 
approx. 3 (units 
not given)

Relative value = 
approx.  1.31 
(units not given)

2.9 cP

1.5 cP

3.4 cP

13.4 cP

2.07+/- 0.55 
but units not 
given

1.38-1.67 cP

1.34 cP



Reference Saliva Type Number of 
samples

Rheology Type Shear rate Temp Viscosity (n)

(Hedegard, Liedgren and 4mI stimulated 
Marken 1970) whole saliva

(Davis 1971 ) saliva type not
given

(Marriott and Irons 1974)

(Roberts 1977)

Whole saliva from
anaesthetised
cats

Volume N/K. 
Whole resting

(Balmer and Hirsch 1978) Whole stimulated
(plastic disc)

(Marks and Roberts 1983) N/K

20 1. Ostwald
2. Stressman

healthy male, Ferranti-Shlrley
number of cone and plate
samples not given viscometer

65

20 dentate 
subjects

20 adults

N/K

Weisenberg

Cone and plate 
viscometer

Wells Brookfield
rotational
viscometer

Weissenberg

Capillary
viscometer

Brookfield
rotational
viscometer

352 rpm 

1500 sec"1

2 .5 -1 0 -3 H z

0.27 dyn cm'2 
(shear sress)

1- lOOOsec"^

1.15 - 5.75 sec'"*

37

25°C

37°C.
100% 
humidity

11 .5 -230  sec-1 37=C

Room
temp

37°C
80%
humidity

Torsion pendulum o.l- 2.5 Hz

0 .95-4 .13  cP 

5cP

40 000 cP 

C. 100 cP

1 4 - 3 c P

45 - 2 cP 

95 cP 

150-50 cP

55 - 0.4 cP

cn



Reference Saliva Type Number of 
samples

Rheology Type Shear rate Temp Viscosity (n)

(Vissink et al. 1984) 3m 1 whole resting 2 male, 1 sample 
each

Contraves Low 
Shear + 
Rheoscan. 
Pendulum bob

1.75 X 10’2 sec'"* 
- 94.5sec'*

35°C
surface
covered
with
paraffin

10-2.5C P

(Schwarz 1987) Whole stimulated 
chewing gum

1 young female Weissenberg
rheogoniometer

10"3. 1 o^sec^ 25°C
37°C

c 10 00 0 -7 .2  cP 
c 10 000.- 2.9 cP

(Waterman et al. 1988) Whole resting

Stimulated (acid) 
submandibular

Stimulated parotid

7 males Contraves Low 
Shear 30 
(Pendulum / bob)

70 Hz- 200 kHz 25°C 1.1 cP -0 .9 5 c P

(Van der Reijden, Veerman 
and Amerongen 1993)

Resting
Whole

Parotid

Sublingual

Submandibular

Palatal

7 healthy subjects Oscillating capillary 
rheometer

0.5Hz
Range of 1 - 300 
s e e l

37°C
1.6-1.48  cP 

0 .8 -0 .8  cP 

4.63 - 2.93 cP 

1.49 -1.39 cP 

1.81 - 1.6cP

Table 1.5 Summary of studies investigating the bulk rheological properties of saliva.

O)
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considered inappropriate for the study of non-Newtonian fluids (Davis 1971). 

Later studies using rotational rheometers have produced more useful data 

but many still give inadequate data on saliva collection techniques and 

perhaps the most widely quoted and influential reference on the rheology of 

saliva (Davis 1971) does not state the type of saliva studied.

There has also been a wide range of shear rate used in these studies which 

reflects the uncertainty surrounding the shear rates which occur in vivo. One 

attempt to calculate the shear rates in vivo concluded that during talking and 

swallowing shear rates may reach 160 - 120 sec"*̂  respectively (Balmer and 

Hirsch 1978). This means that a number of studies have used shear rates 

much higher than would occur in vivo (Hedegard, Liedgren and Marken 

1970; Makila 1969; Makila and Vaaja 1966).

Clearly it is advantageous to study saliva at a range of shear rates which 

includes those experienced physiologically (Schwarz 1987). The situation is 

further complicated by the fact that whilst the shear rate alters according to 

function so does the composition of the saliva in relation to the degree of 

stimulation. Interestingly early studies tended to use admirably large 

numbers of subjects (up to 1904 in one study (Mizuma 1937)) whilst later 

studies have used fewer samples, in one case only two (Vissink et al. 1984).

Accepting the limitations of some studies there are conclusions which can be 

drawn from the combined data. These include:

1. Saliva exhibits shear thinning properties (the higher the shear rate the 

lower the viscosity). The shear thinning nature of saliva is considered to 

have a number of useful functions; saliva will not drain rapidly from vertical
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surfaces, in the same manner as non drip paint, and under greater loads 

saliva has a lower viscosity which may be beneficial when swallowing and 

talking (Schwarz 1987).

2. At low shear rates the viscosity is very high (40 000 cP at lO '^Hz in one 

study (Davis 1971)).

3. At high shear rates the viscosity of saliva may fall as low as IcP which is 

the viscosity of water.

There is nonetheless the need for a definitive study with adequate numbers 

of subjects in which the saliva has been collected under standard conditions 

and is tested immediately after collection under a range of shear rates. Many 

of the limitations in the studies in Table 1.5 are likely to have arisen for two 

reasons;

i. Clinicians with an interest in salivary physiology often lack the access to 

rheometers and generally do not have the knowledge necessary to fully 

interpret the data.

ii. Those interested in the physics do not have ready access to clinical 

samples and due to health and safety legislation may not be able to handle 

them.

In addition to contributing to bulk rheological properties macromolecules may 

also contribute to the formation of a surface film at the air liquid interface and 

this has now been demonstrated to occur in saliva.
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1.6 Surface film formation

It has been established for many years that large macromolecules in 

solutions become concentrated at the air liquid interface (Joly 1939). A 

surface film formed at a solvent-oil interface has been visually demonstrated 

(Shotton and White 1963) using solutions of acacia. By taking 

photomicrographs of a drop of ageing acacia solution they were able to 

demonstrate folding of the surface layer when a little of the acacia solution 

was withdrawn from the drop, decreasing the volume and therefore causing 

the surface film to crease.

At the surface such molecules form a surface film that may have viscoelastic 

properties which can be measured using specialist rheological techniques 

(Warburton 1993). Surface films may be either:

i) Stationary - formed immediately on standing and not increasing with time.

ii) Non-stationary - increasing in strength in a time dependant manner. The 

rate of growth of such a surface film may be dependent on a wide range of 

variables such as the type of solute, its concentration, ionic concentration of 

the solvent, pH and temperature.

Within a solution the solute molecules will migrate to the surface where the 

molecules thermodynamically have a lower free energy than those in the 

bulk and therefore tend to remain there. Because the molecules at the 

surface have a conformation with a lower energy they tend to lose their 

association with the solvent molecules which serves to further lower the free 

energy of the surface solute molecules (Tait and Franks 1971). The film
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becomes further stabilised with unfolding of the surface molecules and 

becomes more viscous than the bulk (Warburton 1972).

If the molecules have a high charge density they will tend to repel each other 

and the film will be predominately viscous with the properties determined by 

the size of the molecule involved, its shape and its concentration.

If the molecules do not have a high charge density they will be able to form a 

tightly intertwined network possibly with chemical bonding between the 

molecules and the formation of a "solid" viscoelastic film (Kerr and 

Warburton 1985).

Clearly for saliva the situation will be highly complex given the wide range of 

macromolecules and ions present. It would seem likely that most of the 

glycoproteins will have a high negative charge due to the large amount of 

sialic acid present which one might expect to prevent a close association 

between the molecules. However divalent Ions such as calcium may play a 

role in film formation as they have been shown to increase the viscosity of 

tracheal mucus (Marriott, Shih and Litt 1979).

The formation of a surface film at the air-saliva interface has only been 

reported in the literature by two groups of workers (Barnes 1988; Waterman 

et al. 1988 ). Waterman et al. (1988) in an excellent study investigated the 

surface film formation of mixed resting saliva, stimulated submandibular and 

stimulated parotid saliva from seven adults. The results presented were from 

individual subjects that were "representative" of the results as a whole. They 

employed a variety of techniques: i) Contraves Low Shear 30 Viscometer, at 

70Hz -  200Hz ii) a torsional resonator developed by their own laboratory.
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iii) a Ni tube resonator and Iv) a laser ellipsiometer. The results which 

established a phenomenon but did not give detailed quantitative data for 

each type of saliva suggested that a surface film formed which reached a 

thickness of approximately 150nm after 1.5hr.

The PhD thesis of Barnes (1988) Investigated the surface rheology of 

patients reported to have Sjogren's syndrome. The parotid samples had all 

been frozen before analysis but six samples of whole resting saliva from 

healthy males were analysed using a prototype of the Oscillating Ring 

Surface Shear Rheometer used In the current Investigation. These samples 

provided evidence of surface film formation with surface elasticity of 28mN/m 

after 2 0 0 mln.

The above studies Identified a previously unknown property of saliva and 

leave details of the surface film formation to be quantified and the function of 

such a film to be established.

1.7 Lubrication

Whilst there Is a close relationship between viscosity and lubrication the two 

functions have been considered separate properties and not synonymous 

(Schwarz 1987). Lubrication Is clearly one of the most Important functions of 

saliva and yet It has hardly been studied at all.

The fact that the study of salivary lubrication Is still at a very early stage Is 

Indicated by the equipment which has been used to study the phenomenon 

(Hatton et al. 1985). This was adapted from similar equipment used to study 

the lubricating properties of synovial fluid fractions (Swann et al. 1981) and
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consisted of â record player which had been modified to enable a piece of 

bone or tooth to replace the stylus and a glass slab replaced the record. 

After applying a test solution to the glass slab the friction between the tooth 

and glass was a measure of the displacing force on the record player arm. 

Despite the acceptance that viscosity and lubrication are not synonymous 

(Schwarz 1987) this equipment seems to function in an essentially similar 

manner to a cone and plate rheometer in continuous shear mode.

The above technique has been used to determine the lubricating properties 

of fractions of parotid saliva (Hatton et al. 1985). This was an interesting 

secretion to study since these authors had previously ascribed the role of 

lubrication to the mucus glycoproteins produced by mucous acin^e (Tabak et 

al. 1982) and the parotid secretion has not been considered as important in 

lubrication since the proportion of parotid flow saliva increases with 

stimulation and is lowest under resting conditions.

A glass plate was rotated against the incisal incline of a canine tooth at 8 . 

12, 16, 24 and 30 rev / min under an applied load of 50g at 25°C in a 

humidified atmosphere. The resistance to rotation was determined after 1 ml 

of the test solution had been applied. Lubrication was also investigated at 

dilutions from 1 :1  to 1 : 1 0 0 0  and compared with glycerol and salivary buffer. 

The results showed that there was little difference between human serum 

albumin (MSA), deglycosylated proline rich glycoprotein (dPRG) and a HSA- 

dPRG complex. However proline rich glycoprotein (PRG) showed a greater 

degree of lubrication and that of the HSA-PRG was substantially greater. As 

would be expected lubrication of all test solutions decreased with dilution. 

They suggested that incorporation of HSA into artificial saliva might 

beneficially increase lubrication properties.
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It is unclear why parotid saliva was not tested since having demonstrated 

that interaction between molecules (HSA-PRG) produced increased 

lubrication there may be other more significant synergistic effects in parotid 

saliva. Furthermore the PRG had been freeze dried and this may also have 

had a deleterious effect on its lubricating properties. Certainly lubricating 

glycoprotein-1 (LGP1) isolated from synovial fluid had only 50% of the 

lubricating properties of whole synovial fluid. It was considered that this 

might be related to i) structural damage occurring during isolation, ii) the 

inability to isolate the whole fraction or iii) interaction with molecules which 

were not contained within the isolated fraction (Swann et al. 1981).

The effect of albumin on the lubricating properties of proline rich glycoprotein 

is interesting since albumin has been shown to increase the viscosity of pig 

gastric mucin (List et al. 1978). Albumin bound to bovine submaxillary mucin 

has also been shown to more closely resemble the rheological properties of 

human saliva than porcine gastric mucin or commercially available artificial 

saliva substitutes (Mellema et al. 1992) (see section 1.8 for a more detailed 

discussion of the rheological properties of saliva substitutes).

Statherin, a salivary protein more commonly associated with the control of 

mineralisation, has also been demonstrated to have lubricating properties 

(Douglas et al. 1991) using a servohydraulic assay system (DeLong and 

Douglas 1983).

The approach, used in the above studies, of investigating a property of saliva 

by testing small isolated fractions is of limited use if the property of the whole 

secretion has not been fully elucidated. This may lead to properties being
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ascribed to a molecule or group of molecules that are inappropriate. It is 

unlikely that the large macromolecules in saliva have only one function or 

that the property of lubrication is restricted to only one macromolecule, a 

concept which has been discussed in depth in a recent paper (Levine 1993). 

More recently the lubricating properties of parotid and submandibular saliva 

have been studied (Reeh et al. 1990) using a servohydraulic system and the 

authors considered submandibular saliva to be the more versatile lubricant. 

Interestingly the authors used a sophisticated system for duplicating 

physiological movements but removed all traces of enamel pellicle from the 

enamel being tested. Since the teeth are always covered by pellicle, except 

for a short time after cleaning, it would be interesting to investigate whether 

the presence of this layer affects the lubricating efficacy of saliva.

A better understanding of the physical properties of saliva may enable 

development of improved saliva substitutes which are a useful symptomatic 

treatment for xerostomia (dry mouth). This is a complaint which may be 

caused by some pathological conditions such as Sjogren's syndrome or as a 

consequence of certain drug therapies or radiotherapy affecting the salivary 

glands (Glass et al. 1984).

In addition it is likely that the rheological properties of saliva and its ability to 

lubricate the oral tissues is important in prevention of tissue damage. 

Investigation of the protective properties may enable a better understanding 

of some disease processes and subsequently the possibility of developing 

diagnostic tests for which saliva is well suited (El-Guebaly et al. 1981 ).
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1.8 Saliva substitutes

Patients with xerostomia often resort to sipping water frequently to wet the 

oral mucosa. Water is a poor replacement for saliva which has a complex 

composition and flow characteristics (discussed in section 1.5). Saliva 

substitutes have therefore been developed in an attempt to imitate the 

properties of saliva. These substitutes contain macromolecules to improve 

the rheological properties and the most widely used commercially available 

substitutes contain either sodium carboxymethylcellulose (Na CMC) 

(Glandosane^“ and Luborant™) or pig gastric mucin (Saliva Orthana™, see 

Appendix 1 for details). Polyethylene oxide has also been used to increase 

the viscosity (Marks and Roberts 1983) but is not commercially available as 

a saliva substitute.

Mucins derived from salivary glands appear to be the most obvious 

macromolecules to incorporate into salivary substitutes. However, there are 

problems with isolating sufficient mucin with 1 Kg of bovine salivary glands 

yielded only 20-40g of mucin in one study (S-Gravenmade, Roukema and 

Panders 1974). Nevertheless these authors found that a 1% solution of 

reconstituted freeze dried bovine salivary gland extract was well liked as a 

saliva substitute by the 18 patients studied. The advantages listed for the 

salivary gland mucin containing saliva substitute included:

1 . it could be swallowed.

2. It lasted longer in the mouth than a Na CMC alternative.

3. it was considered tasteless or pleasant tasting.

4. It did not accumulate at certain oral sites.

5. Less material was required each day (3-5mI/day) than the Na CMC 

alternative.
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The above study is important because it introduced the use of mucin into the 

search for an ideal salivary substitute. However, as with many early studies 

of saliva substitutes it was not blind and the assessment was entirely 

subjective. Mention is often made of saliva substitutes being manufactured 

to have the same viscosity as saliva but in one report at this time not only is 

this data not given but neither is the agent responsible for enhancing 

viscosity (Shannon, McCrary and Starcke 1977). In a later study by the same 

authors (Shannon, Trodahl and Starcke 1978) they include 1% Na CMC in 

the constituents and state "the viscosity and electrolyte concentration are 

adjusted to approximate stimulated whole saliva". At the time of these 

studies there was little reliable data on the rheology of saliva (see section 

1.5) and as no rheological techniques or values are given one wonders 

whether this was a subjective assessment. This is interesting in view of the 

subsequent widespread use of approximately 1% Na CMC as the viscosity 

enhancer in commercially available saliva substitutes (Glandosane^“ and 

Luborant^” , see Appendix 1 for details) but a lack of studies supporting its 

use at this concentration.

An interesting finding in a study investigating the use of a Na CMC 

containing saliva substitute (Saliment''“ ) was that not only was it well liked 

by patients but that it also stimulated parotid flow rates in patients suffering 

from Sjogren's syndrome (Donatsky et al. 1982). Whilst this seems an 

admirable property the substitute contained "aetheroleum citri" which 

presumably acted a salivary stimulus. The pH of the substitute was not given 

but if it was low its use would be contra indicated in the very group of 

patients that it was designed to help.
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In the mid 1980s with the first comparative study of Na CMC and mucin 

containing saliva substitutes was published (Vissink et al. 1983). This was a 

large study of 137 patients with xerostomia treated in three different centres 

with results based on the clinicians interpretation of patients' answers to 

open questions. Despite these limitations the study did appear to 

demonstrate that the majority of patients preferred the mucin containing 

substitute when given the choice and many obtained relief from their 

symptoms.

Interestingly in 1983 the first report appeared which directly related a saliva 

substitute to the rheological properties of saliva (Marks and Roberts 1983). 

In this pilot study polyethylene oxide which had been shown to have 

rheological properties similar to those of saliva was tableted and compared 

with a Na CMC containing substitute. Although only a small study more 

patients derived benefit from the polyethylene oxide tablets than from the 

Na CMC substitute.

A year later another rheological study was published comparing the effects 

of saliva substitutes containing mucin, Na CMC or polyethylene oxide 

(Vissink et al. 1984). This study concluded that an artificial saliva containing 

mucin is the best substitute since it most closely resembles the properties of 

human saliva. However, closer inspection of their data reveals that human 

whole saliva demonstrated marked shear thinning (see sections 1.4 and 1.5 

for discussion of rheological concepts and the rheology of saliva). None of 

the commercially available saliva substitutes shared this property which was 

observed with 2% bovine submandibular mucin (BSM) and with a mixture of 

2% BSM and 2% pig gastric mucin (PGM). This is a most interesting finding 

which suggests that PGM is no more similar to saliva (rheologically) than
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polyethylene oxide or Na CIVIC although the concentrations of these 

solutions may have been too high (1.2% and 1% respectively). This study 

has been widely used to justify the use of pig gastric mucin in saliva 

substitutes whereas what it actually demonstrates is that bovine 

submandibular mucin closely resembles the rheological properties of whole 

saliva. There are a number of differences in the composition of pig gastric 

mucin and bovine submandibular mucin (see Table 1.6) and reasons why 

pig gastric mucin may not behave as expected in saliva substitutes and 

these are discussed in section 4.4.4.

Pig gastric mucin (%) Bovine submandibular 

mucin (%)

Protein 43.9 57.6

Neuraminic acid 1 . 2 6.4

Hexosamine 16.0 6 . 2

Hexose 19.9 2.7

Table 1.6 Main differences in the composition of pig gastric mucin and 

bovine submandibular mucin (S-Gravenmade and Panders 1981).

In a later paper by the same group of workers (S-Gravenmade et al. 1984a) 

the graph used to justify the use of a mucin containing saliva substitute was 

that of the combined bovine submandibular mucin-pig gastric mucin which 

was not the saliva substitute being tested. In fact the data presented is 

exactly the same as that in the previous paper (Vissink et al. 1983). This 

material has been presented in a slightly different format in yet a further 

publication (S-Gravenmade et al. 1984b).
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In this paper it is stated that Saliva Orthana™ contains both pig gastric 

mucin and bovine submandibular mucin which would give the saliva 

substitute ideal rheological characteristics but in fact Saliva Orthana^“ 

contains only pig gastric mucin and has never contained submandibular 

salivary mucin (personal communication from Nycomed Ltd., Birmingham, 

UK). The authors did however propose an interesting device within the body 

of a denture to serve as a reservoir for the solution. One of the persistent 

problems in providing saliva substitutes is that of enabling an adequate 

volume to be delivered without having(^ constantly/spray it into the mouth.

Clearly what is required to assess the real benefits of saliva substitutes are 

double blind, placebo controlled clinical trials of adequate duration and few 

have been published. One such study compared a saliva substitute 

containing 1% Na CMC with a glycerine control (Klestov et al. 1981). 108 

patients with Sjogren's syndrome were studied and using patient 

questionnaires to assess whether there were perceived benefits having 

completed the bottle of mouthwash. Neither group produced clearly superior 

results except for reduced nocturnal discomfort in the saliva substitute. 

Interestingly over 40% of patients in each group chose not to continue with 

the mouthwash despite still suffering from xerostomia.

A similar study Involving 30 patients (Wiesenfeld, Stewart and Mason 1983) 

demonstrated that the 1% Na CMC mouthwash was superior to either a 

glycerine and lemon mouthwash or water which served as a control. Despite 

finding that more patients preferred the Na CMC saliva substitute there was 

no clear cut benefit in terms of improvement in symptoms with more patients
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deriving relief from a sore mouth with water (43%) than the saliva substitute 

(37%).

Saliva Orthana^"^ has been shown to provide greater relief from xerostomia 

and soreness than its base (Saliva Orthana^" without the pig gastric mucin) 

or distilled water (Duxbury et al. 1985). Interestingly 11 patients using water 

and 14 patients (out of a total of 32) using the Saliva Orthana™ base felt that 

they had obtained relief from xerostomia compared with 18 with Saliva 

Orthana^“ .

The most important study would seem to be one which compares the effects 

of a Na CMC saliva substitute with a mucin containing saliva substitute. This 

has been reported (Visch et al. 1986) although the Na CMC saliva substitute 

was Saliva Orthana™ in which 1% Na CMC was substituted for the pig 

gastric mucin and not a commercially available saliva substitute. The authors 

conclude that the mucin containing substitute was preferred by their patients. 

However closer examination of the data reveals an alternative conclusion 

notably that neither substitute was very successful. 42 patients with 

xerostomia were included in the study with a cross over design. Patients 

completed the same questionnaire which had been used in a previous study 

(Klestov et al. 1981) at baseline, after one week when the mouthwash was 

changed and after the second week. 1 2  questions enquired about a variety 

of oral symptoms and the only symptoms which improved were discomfort at 

night and ease of talking which improved in both test groups. Whilst when 

asked to state their preference 50% preferred the mucin containing 

substitute an equally telling statistic is that only 33% of patients chose to 

continue using the mucin containing substitute in preference to no treatment 

at ail.
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It would appear that contrary to clinical experience saliva substitutes, when 

assessed in properly controlled clinical trials, are in general neither very 

effective at relieving symptoms nor particularly well liked by patients. 

Interestingiy in one study which failed to find any significant benefit (Klestov 

et al. 1981) from a saliva substitute containing Na CMC 12% of patients 

expressed gratitude that "at least something was being done".

The data concerning the rheology of saliva substitutes containing pig gastric 

mucin has been misleading (S-Gravenmade et ai. 1984a; S-Gravenmade et 

al. 1984b; Vissink et al. 1983; Vissink et al. 1984) since it has implied that 

mucin containing saliva substitutes have rheological properties close to 

those of saliva. This seems to be the case only for saliva substitutes 

containing bovine submandibuiar mucin which is not commercially available 

and appears to have been reported in only one preliminary study (S- 

Gravenmade, Roukema and Panders 1974).

The potential importance of the bovine submandibular mucin in saliva 

substitutes has therefore been largeiy overlooked. Whilst it is 

understandable that submandibular mucin may never be an economical 

option it is important to look for alternatives in order that the saiiva 

substitutes can be improved. The data presented in the paper by Vissink et 

ai. (1984) can be re-interpreted to suggest that there is no difference in basic 

rheoiogical properties between pig gastric mucin, Na CMC and polyethylene 

oxide and that the differences observed may be due to differences in 

concentration. The difference in patient acceptability may be related to the 

lower viscosity of the pig gastric mucin which is doser to the viscosity of 

saliva at high shear rates. This could be achieved for the other soiutions by
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reducing their concentration. It is unclear why 1 % Na CMC has been chosen 

as the concentration of Na CMC in saliva substitutes since no data is 

available to support it and the fact that patients find it sticky suggests that the 

concentration is too high. There is clearly still great scope for developing an 

improved saliva substitute based on the rheological properties of saliva 

which are however very complex (see section 1.5). Although mimicking the 

properties of saliva seems a sensible approach, and one that has been 

attempted by a number of workers (Balmer and Hirsch 1978; Roberts 1981; 

Vissink et al. 1984), it may be over simplistic to assume that an artificial 

saliva which can be introduced into the mouth a few ml at a time would 

perform the same function as saliva which is secreted into the mouth at a 

rate of approximately 600mI/day. The ideal properties of an artificial saliva 

may therefore be different from natural saliva. Nevertheless detailed 

knowledge of the characteristics of natural saliva are likely to aid the 

understanding of its properties and therefore should facilitate the design of a 

saliva substitute.

1.9 The relationship between the physical properties of saiiva and 

some pathoiogicai states

There have been a number of studies which have sought to assess the 

correlation between various pathological states and changes in either the 

viscosity of saliva (Table 1.7) or its constituents which may affect its physical 

properties (Table 1.8).



Reference Oral condition Alteration in saliva Comments

(Mizuma 1937) Dental caries. Increased viscosity associated with 
higher incidence of caries.

1904 subjects, capillary viscometer 
limits validity of viscosity 
measurements.

(Willsmore 1937) Dental caries.

Dental calculus formation.

Increased viscosity associated with 
lower incidence of class V caries.

Increased viscosity associated with 
increased calculus formation.

288 subjects, capillary viscometer 
limits validity of viscosity 
measurements.

(Dewar and Parfitt 1954) Dental caries. No correlation between caries and 
saliva viscosity.

140 subjects. Viscosity measured 
by time taken for a ball to travel 
through saliva sample.

(Glicketal. 1976) Idiopathic glossodynia Test group had higher protein, 
potassium and phosphate 
concentrations than controls

13 test and control subjects. No 
differences Na"*", Ca"*"*", Mg"'"'".

(Schroeder 1964) Dental calculus formation. Trend towards association 
between lower viscosity and 
increased calculus formation.

10 subjects, capillary viscometer 
limits validity of viscosity 
measurements.

(Slomiany et al. 1986; Slomiany et 
al. 1989)

Dental caries. Caries resistant group - Mucus coat 
had 1.4 times lower viscosity, high 
molecular glycoprotein 2.5 times 
lower content of covalently bound 
fatty acid.

6 subjects in two groups of caries 
resistant and caries susceptible 
subjects. Viscosity assessed from 
disolved mucus coat with 
Brookfield Viscometer.

Table 1 .7 Studies investigating the viscosity of saliva in some oral pathological states.



Reference Oral condition Alteration in saliva Comments

(Laine et al. 1988) Pregnancy associated changes in 
saliva composition and properties.

Decreased buffer capacity and pH 
towards end of pregnancy. No 
changes in viscosity.

16 subjects. Paraffin stimulated 
whole saliva. No details of 
rheological method given (Wells 
Brookfield Viscometer).

(Denny et al. 1991b) Age related changes in mucins in 
human whole saliva.

Age associated decreases in MG1 
and MG2 in resting and stimulated 
whole saliva.

42 subjects. SDS page 
electrophoresis and desiometric 
quantification.

(Andonopoulos, Tzanakakis and 
Christophidou 1992)

Xerostomia Different ferning patterns in test 
group compared with controls. 
Xerostomia patients more crystaline 
pattern than controls.

21 test and control subjects. 
Patients spat a small amount of 
saliva onto a slide. When dried 
pattern formed studied under light 
microscope.

(Johansson et al. 1992) Dental caries in protein deficient 
children

Malnourished children had lower 
stimulated salivary flow rates and 
buffering capacity but normal 
resting flow rates.

Test group of Indian children, 
control group Swedish. Other 
explanations for differences 
possible.

(Tammiala, Salonen and Soderling 
1993)

Burning mouth syndrome. Test group had lower total protein 
content of stimulated saliva but 
higher content of sialic acid/mucin.

9 test and control subjects.SDS 
gels suggest differences between 
groups although this was not 
commented on by the authors.

Table 1 . 8  Recent studies investigating the relationship between factors which may affect the physical properties of saliva 

and various pathological states.
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At present there are no clear conclusions that can be drawn from these 

studies. There is the suggestion of a relationship between the rheological 

properties of saliva and the past experience of dental carles but these 

studies have used capillary viscometers are now considered unsuitable for 

assessment of the viscosity of saliva (Davis 1971). It would be interesting to 

repeat these studies using more appropriate rheological techniques. Whilst 

still at an early stage there is Increasing evidence of changes in the protein 

content of saliva in a number of situations (Andonopoulos, Tzanakakis and 

Christophidou 1992; Denny et al. 1991a; Johansson et al. 1992; Tammiala 

and Soderling 1993). Since the rheological properties of saliva are likely to 

be closely linked to protein and mucin concentration this may prove to be an 

interesting area of research in the future.

1.10 Conclusions and aims

• Saliva is a fluid with a complex composition and rheological properties. 

Whilst the rheological properties of saliva have not been fully elucidated 

there is general agreement that these properties are related to the 

glycoprotein and mucin content.

• Attempts to reproduce the rheological properties of saliva in saliva 

substitutes have been largely unsuccessful with all commercially 

available saliva substitutes failing to demonstrate the complex shear 

thinning properties of saliva.

• Recently it has become apparent that saliva forms a tough proteinaceous 

surface film which has yet to be fully characterised and its implications 

investigated.
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A number of preliminary studies suggest that the protein content of saiiva 

and its physical properties may be altered during ageing and in some 

pathological conditions.

The surface fiim formed by saiiva potentialiy has important implications 

for the deveiopment of saliva substitutes and in the pathogenesis of 

some disease processes.

The aims of this study were to:

1. Investigate the surface film forming properties of human saiiva.

2 . Compare the surface properties of saliva with those of commercially 

available saliva substitutes.

3. Undertake preliminary characterisation of the composition of the surface 

film formed by saliva.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE
OSCILLATING RING 
SURFACE SHEAR 

RHEOMETER 
(ORSSR)
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2.1 Introduction

The founding of the science of surface rheology has been attributed to 

Plateau in 1869 (Buhaenko, Goodwin and Richardson 1988) and protein 

films have been described at the air liquid interface for more than 50 years 

(Joly 1939). The techniques used to investigate the surface rheological 

properties have largely been based on the pendulum bob (see section 1.4.4) 

and oscillating ring (described below) rheometers. The techniques appear to 

be of relevance to a variety of disciplines as indicated by the variety of 

solutions studied which include ovalbumin and albumin (Inokuchi 1953), 

crude oil (Grist, Neustadter and Whittingham 1981), hyaluronic acid (Kerr 

and Warburton 1985), docosanoic acid (Buhaenko, Goodwin and 

Richardson 1988), soy proteins (Reeve and Sherman 1988), saliva (Barnes 

1988; Waterman et al. 1988), meat protein (Martinez-Mendoza and 

Sherman 1990) and blood proteins (Burgess, Longo and Yoon 1991).

The Oscillating Ring Surface Shear Rheometer (ORSSR) has been used in 

the present study and enables the elasticity and viscosity of a film to be 

followed as it forms and matures at the air-liquid.

The theory of the ORSSR has been described previously (Sherriff and 

Warburton 1975) and the results have also been interpreted mathematically 

(Warburton 1978). The ORSSR forms an essential part of this research 

project and it is considered important to explain the basic principles of its 

operation in non-mathematical terms in order that its strengths and 

limitations can be appreciated.
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2.2 ORSSR theory

The ORSSR measures both the surface elasticity (surface storage modulus, 

G's) and surface viscosity (surface loss modulus/2 nf). It does this by 

establishing a baseline using distilled water as the standard which has no 

surface elasticity. Elasticity and viscosity of subsequently tested solutions 

are calculated by comparison with the distilled water.

ORSSR - the equipment and principles

A platinum Dunouy ring is positioned at the interface between the air and 

distilled water (Fig. 2.1). The ring is suspended below a moving coil 

galvanometer (Fig. 2.2) and rotates around a vertical axis.

Axis of rotation

Fig. 2.1 The Dunouy ring is positioned in the surface of the liquid at the air- 

liquid interface.
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Spring

Input voltage

Galvanometer

Output voltage

Proximity probe
Oscillating ring

Angle of oscillation

Fig. 2 . 2  The essential components of the measuring head of the ORSSR.
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The ring Is made to oscillate using a constant torque at approximately 6  Hz.. 

This Is achieved by applying a sinusoidal voltage to the galvanometer coll 

which forces the ring to oscillate. A proximity probe attached to the arm 

holding the ring measures the frequency (f) and angle (0 .) of the ring 

oscillating around Its central axis. By means of an electronic feedback 

mechanism the frequency at which the sinusoidal voltage Is applied to the 

galvanometer coll Is altered enabling the ring to oscillate at Its resonant 

frequency In the surface layer. A spring returns the ring to Its resting position.

At the beginning of every experiment the ORSSR Is "zeroed” using distilled 

water as the standard and the solutions Is then compared to this value.

2.3 Determination of viscosity and eiasticity by comparison with 

distiiled water

2.3.1 Measurement of viscosity

If the viscosity (Internal friction) of the test solution Is greater than that of 

distilled water the resistance to rotation of the ring will Increase and this will 

lead to a decrease in the amplitude of oscillation ( 0  reduces In magnitude). In 

other words there will be a damping effect. By comparing the amplitude of 

oscillation (0 ) for the sample with that of the resonant frequency for distilled 

water the viscosity at the surface of the liquid can be calculated.

2.3.2 Measurement of elasticity

If the test solution has elastic properties the rate of oscillation of the ring will 

Increase. Hence changes In the resonant frequency compared with that of 

distilled water can be used to calculate the elasticity.
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Measurement of the viscosity can therefore be seen to be a measure of the 

change in extent of oscillation (A0) and the elasticity is a measure of the 

change of frequency (Af). The ORSSR takes the mean of the 20 subsequent 

consecutive readings to establish the elasticity and viscosity readings for 

each time interval recorded.

2.4 Other variables

In addition to the test solution the amplitude of the ring oscillation will also be 

affected by:

1. The strength of the spring which returns the ring to its resting position

2. The voltage applied to the galvanometer.

3. The inertia of the ORSSR.

4. The friction of the suspension unit.

5. The dimensions of the ring and the diameter of the dish that the test fluid 

is contained within must also be taken into account.

2.4.1 Scaling and Attenuation Factors

The voltage applied to the galvanometer which controls the torque used is 

set for each sample by means of two machine constants:

i) The Scaling Factor

ii) The Attenuation Factor

These constants enable surface films of different strengths to be 

investigated. One of the dilemmas faced when using the ORSSR is that if 

the torque is set very low (low scaling and attenuation factors) films of low 

strength can be measured. However, if the film grows significantly the low 

torque selected may be insufficient to move the ring enough for the proximity 

probe to detect the movement. The result is that the ORSSR is unable to 

calculate the elasticity and viscosity. On the other hand if the torque selected
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is too high (high scaling and attenuation factors) the weak film may be 

disrupted, due to the mechanical action of the ring, preventing the ORSSR 

detecting any surface elasticity and viscosity at all. Preliminary experiments 

are therefore undertaken for each material to be tested to enable the 

appropriate scaling and attenuation factors to be determined.

2.4.2 Calculation of the moment of Inertia

The moment of inertia (Iq) must be calculated each time that the ORSSR ring 

is changed. As the ring had to be changed when the saliva samples were 

studied (Chapters 4, 5 and 6 ) in the present investigation the method of 

calibration will be described here. The moment of inertia can be calculated 

by measuring the alteration in resonant frequency of the ring when forced to 

oscillate in air with bars of known length and mass placed centrally on the 

ring (Fig. 2.3).

•0.51

Fig. 2.3 Rods of known length and mass are placed centrally on the ring 

which is allowed to oscillate in air during calibration of the moment of inertia.
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The moment of inertia of a bar around its centre can be expressed as:

W here/  = / ,  + / ,

The ORSSR theory (Sherriff and Warburton 1975) dictates that

-  2 ^
Where (o^- pulsatance = (f^  = resonant frequency)

which can be rearranged as follows

- I ,

This enables a graph of against gives an intercept of
0)q

Linear regression can then be used to determine the line of best fit and the 

intercept - I j .

The moment of inertia was calculated as 0.22 and this is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

This value was used for all calculations of surface elasticity and surface 

viscosity on saliva samples Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

2.4.3 The Geometry Factor

The Geometry Factor is a constant used in the calculation of rheological 

properties to take account of the size of the ring and dish. The larger the ring 

the greater the surface area available for the visco-elastic properties of the 

solution to affect the oscillation of the ring. Also by increasing the size of the
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dish the apparent elasticity of the solution will be less than if the distance 

between the ring and dish is small.

Bar Length (cm) Mass (g) Resonant 

Frequency (Hz)

1 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 2.961

2 1.45 0.0249 2.929

3 2.05 0.0359 2.877

4 2.50 0.0448 2.807

5 3.10 0.0548 2.704

Table 2 .1  Resonant frequency of ORSSR with different calibration bars in 

place for calculation of moment of inertia.

The Geometry Factor must therefore be recalculated for any new ORSSR 

ring or new dish size used. The Geometry Factor (GF) is calculated using 

the following formula:

G F =

I - - - ]

where Ri= radius of the ring (cm) and Ra= radius of the dish (cm). The 

geometry factor was 1.17 for the experiments on saliva (where the dish was 

3.5cm diameter and the ring was 0.6cm diameter).
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Fig. 2.4 The moment of inertia for the ORSSR ring is the negative intercept 
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1/0)2,
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The equation for the calculation of the surface elasticity is -

where Iq = Moment of inertia of the ORSSR.

GF = geometric factor for the ring and dish containing the 

sample.

Wo = resonant pulsatance at the air-distiiied water interface. 

Ws = resonant pulsatance at the test interface, 

w = 2 .n.f. where f = frequency

The equation for the calculation of the surface viscosity is -

where A = The real part of the angular displacement vector

B = The imaginary part of the angular displacement vector

After calculation of the surface elasticity and surface viscosity the data is 

sent from the ORSSR to a BBC computer and is recorded onto a floppy disc. 

This information is then downloaded manually for the time intervals of 

interest.

2.5 Position of the ORSSR ring in the sampie

The ORSSR ring is positioned at the air liquid interface by means of a lathe 

screw adjustment marked in increments of 1/1000 inch. This is achieved by 

looking across the surface of the test liquid in order that the reflection of the
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ring can be seen in the surface. The exact moment that the ring touches the 

surface can then be determined when the ring and its reflect are coincident, 

a rippie is also seen to spread across the surface of the liquid, the ring is the 

lowered so that it is contained within the bulk of the liquid to ensure 

adequate wetting before being raised to a position 5/1000 inch above the 

level at which it touched the surface.

2.6 Use of the ORSSR with the ring positioned in the bulk of the test 

fluid

There are no reports in the literature of the ORSSR being used with the ring 

positioned in the bulk of the fluid. This is consistent with the equipment being 

designed to measure surface properties. Nevertheless, in the present study 

it was considered to be a useful extension of the usual procedure to 

undertake some experiments with the ring positioned in the bulk.

it is not intended that the results of these experiments be interpreted as 

being comparable to those of bulk rheometers but that they enable a 

comparison between the elasticity and viscosity at the surface and in the 

bulk as measured using the ORSSR. This is important because the surface 

elasticity and viscosity of some solutions may be attributed to properties of 

the bulk of the fluid which can be measured at the surface, hence the bulk 

elasticity and viscosity will be higher than those recorded at the surface, in 

contrast, the formation of a true surface film will result in surface elasticity 

and viscosity which are greater at the surface than within the bulk of the 

fluid.

it must be remembered however that if a fluid forms a surface film this will 

influence the bulk values recorded using the ORSSR because the arms
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which support the ring pass through the surface and will therefore be subject 

to the effects of the surface film.

2.7 Conclusions

The ORSSR has been shown to be well suited to measuring the surface 

rheological properties of a wide range of ageing solutions. However it is not 

possible to control the humidity of the ORSSR environment since previous 

experiments when this has been attempted led to problems of corrosion of 

the drive head.

In all the experiments in the current study the humidity was not controlled 

although the measuring head sample, sample and water bath were enclosed 

in a perspex hood which was closely adapted to the bench top.
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CHAPTER THREE

POLYETHYLENE 
OXIDE AND 

SODIUM 
CARBOXYMETHYL- 

CELLULOSE
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3.1 Introduction

There have been a number of previous research projects which have used 

the ORSSR to investigate the surface properties of a variety of polymer 

solutions (Kerr and Warburton 1985; Barnes 1988; Carlin 1993). 

Nevertheless, there has been considerable difficulty in finding an adequate 

standard solution to serve as a control for the Oscillating Ring Surface Shear 

Rheometer (ORSSR). The reason for this is not entirely clear but may 

reflect:

i) The tendency for variation in the preparation of large proteinaceous 

macromolecules.

ii) Variability related to the equipment.

ill) The possibility that visco-elastic surface film formation is a process which 

has a random component to it. This may reflect variation in the number of 

macromolecules reaching the surface layer and their orientation.

A series of experiments was therefore undertaken to investigate the surface 

film forming properties of polyethylene oxide and sodium 

carboxymethylcellulose (Na CMC) which have both been used either alone 

or as a component of saliva substitutes (see section 1.8). These 

macromolecules were thought to form surface films and it was hoped that 

one of them might prove to be a suitable standard for the ORSSR. The 

minimum volume of solution that could be studied was also investigated 

since if the surface properties of saliva are to be used as a clinical test the 

volume of saliva that must be collected may affect both the acceptability of 

the test and in the cases of xerostomia its feasibility.
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The principles of operation of the Osciliating Ring Surface Shear Rheometer 

(ORSSR) have been given in Chapter 2. Further details will only be given in 

the subsequent sections where necessary for comparison or ciarity.

The soiutions studied were:

1. Polyethyiene oxide which is a macromoiecule that has been considered to 

have pronounced visco-elastic properties and to be usefui as a saiiva 

substitute (Roberts 1981; Barnes 1988).

2. Sodium carboxymethylceilulose (Na CMC) was also examined as this is a 

component responsibie for increasing the viscosity of some saliva 

substitutes (see section 1 .8 ).

3.2 Aims

The aims of the experiments in this chapter were to determine:

1. The surface fiim forming properties of:

a. Polyethyiene Oxide

b. Sodium carboxymethyiceliulose (Na CMC).

2. The reiationship between the concentration of these soiutions and their

surface rheological properties.

3. The minimum volume that could be studied using the ORSSR.

4. The reiationship between the surface rheological properties and surface

tension of Na CMC solutions.

5. The effect of ionic strength, pH and detergents on surface properties of

Na CMC.
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3.3 Polyethylene oxide solutions prepared from tablets

3.3.1 Materials and Methods

3.3.1.1 Cleaning the ORSSR ring and dish

At this stage the ORSSR was being used by other investigators to study a 

variety of solutions including oil. it was therefore considered advisable to 

remove the Dunouy ring from the machine head between experiments, it 

was cleaned by running it under water before heating it to red hot in a 

bunsen flame. The ring was always held in tweezers to prevent the risk of 

contamination by grease on the fingers.

The glassware which was used was cleaned in "Micro Cleaning Fluid" 

(international Laboratories, Chiseihurst, Kent) at 60°C, thoroughly rinsed in 

distilled water and oven dried. This was the cleaning procedure 

recommended by Barnes (1988).

3.3.1.2 Preparation of solutions from polyethylene oxide tablets

1%, 2% and 3% soiutions of polyethylene oxide in distilled water were 

prepared from 150mg polyethyiene oxide tablets (Appendix 1) which are 

used by some patients being treated for xerostomia at Guy's Hospital. These 

tablets were kindly supplied by the Guy's Hospital Pharmacy. Solutions were 

made in a sealed glass flask using a magnetic stirrer and left for 24hrs 

before use to ensure that the polyethylene oxide had been adequately 

solubilised. Approximately 2mi of the solution was used for the experiments.
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Due to the tenacious adherent nature of the polyethylene oxide solution 

accurate measurement of the volume was difficult.

3.3.1.3 Surface rheological measurements

The surface elasticity and surface viscosity of the test soiutions were 

determined at room temperature using the ORSSR. The glass dish was 

19.5mm in diameter and the platinum Dunouy ring was 9mm in diameter. 

Preliminary experiments were performed for each solution to determine the 

appropriate scaling and attenuation factors.

The rheological measurements were as follows;

i) The surface elasticity and surface viscosity were measured for 1 hr (Scaling 

Factor 4, Attenuation Factor 80) (3% solution n= 10, 2% solution n= 5, 1 % 

solution n= 5).

ii) Three experiments were also performed with the ORSSR ring positioned 

below the surface of the polyethylene oxide solution (i.e. within the bulk of 

the 2% and 3% soiutions).

ii. Experiments were performed using 0.25ml, 0.5ml, 1ml and 2ml aliquots 

(n=5) of a 2% polyethylene oxide solution to determine the minimum volume 

of solution that could be used for surface film measurements.
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3.3.2 Results

The reproducibility of results obtained from the ORSSR will be discussed in 

section 4.5.5.

3.3.2.1 Surface and bulk (using the ORSSR) rheological

measurements of 1%, 2% and 3% polyethylene oxide solutions 

prepared from tablets

a. Surface Elasticity

There was no detectable surface elasticity for the 1% polyethyiene oxide 

solution. However marked elasticity could be detected at the surface of both 

the 2% and 3% soiutions (Fig. 3.1) which had increased after Ihr to 

13.09mN/m (±1.21) and 88.59mN/m (±2.91) respectively. Both solutions 

demonstrated a rapid increase in elasticity over an initial 8 - 1 2  min period and 

thereafter the increase in elasticity was slow. The reciprocal plots of 

1/surface elasticity against 1/time are given in Fig. 3.2. The use of this plot 

has been used previously to enable the maximum elasticity of a fiim (at 

Timeoo) to be calculated (Warburton 1978; Barnes 1988).

b. "Bulk" Elasticity (Ring positioned below the surface)

The elasticity measured with the ring positioned below the surface of the 2% 

and 3% solutions was approximately double that detected in the surface 

(Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4). The period growth of elasticity was strikingly similar 

with the ring positioned in the surface or the bulk with initially rapid growth 

followed by a reduction in the rate of fiim/gei growth after 8 - 1 2  min.
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Fig. 3.1 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (± sem) against time for 

solutions of 1% (n=5), 2% (n=5) and 3% (n=10) solutions of polyethylene 

oxide (prepared from tablets).
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Fig. 3.2 A reciprocal plot of the mean surface elasticity against time for 2% 

(n=5) and 3% (n=10) solutions of polyethylene oxide (prepared from tablets). 

This plot has previously been advocated for determining the maximum 

elasticity achievable by a surface film.
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Fig. 3.3 A comparison of the mean elasticity (± sem) against time for a 2% 

polyethylene oxide solution with the ORSSR ring positioned in the surface 

(n=5) and in the bulk (n=3). Solutions prepared from polyethylene oxide 

tablets.
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Fig. 3.4 A comparison of the mean elasticity (± sem) against time for a 3% 

polyethylene oxide solution with the ORSSR ring positioned in the surface 

(n=10) and in the bulk (n=3). Solutions prepared from polyethylene oxide 

tablets.
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c. Viscosity

The graphs of the mean surface viscosity against time differed from those for 

elasticity. There was no increase in viscosity with time for the 2% solution 

(approx. 5Ns/m) (Fig. 3.5) and there was a slight decrease in the viscosity 

measured at the surface of the 3% solution (Fig. 3.6). The viscosity 

measured in the bulk of the 2% and 3% polyethylene oxide solutions was 

approximately twice that measured at the surface. There was however 

considerable variation in the bulk properties of the 3% solution which 

increased sharply over the initial 3min of the experiment but was always 

higher than that measured at the surface (Fig. 3.6).

The difference in characteristics between the surface elasticity and surface 

viscosity is shown graphically (Fig. 3.7) for the 2% polyethylene oxide 

solution.

3.3.2 2 Effect of the volume of a sample on the surface elasticity of a 

2% solution of polyethylene oxide prepared from tablets

The surface elasticity of the 2% polyethylene oxide solution increased as the 

volume of the aliquot decreased (Fig. 3.8). There was no difference in 

elasticity between the 1ml and 2ml aliquots. The 0.5ml aliquot gave elasticity 

readings similar to the bulk readings of the 2ml aliquot and the 0.25ml aliquot 

showed such rapid increase in surface elasticity that the ORSSR was unable 

to keep pace (the amplitude became too small for the values to be 

calculated).
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Fig. 3.5 A comparison of the mean viscosity (± sem) against time for a 2%  

polyethylene oxide solution with the O R SSR  ring positioned in the surface 

(n=5) and in the bulk (n=3). Solutions prepared from polyethylene oxide 

tablets.
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Fig. 3.8 A comparison of the mean elasticity (± sem) against time for 

different volumes of a 2 % solution of polyethylene oxide solution prepared 

from tablets. Elasticity of the solution with the ring positioned in the bulk 

(2 ml) is also shown.
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3.3.3 Discussion

As discussed in section 2.6 it is important to appreciate that the rheological 

values obtained with the ORSSR ring positioned in the bulk are not intended 

to be equivalent to those produced by rheometers designed to assess bulk 

properties (see section 1.4.4). These measurements were considered to be 

useful however to demonstrate the differences between solutions with true 

surface film formation and those with bulk properties which will influence the 

values recorded at the surface.

Comparisons between the surface and bulk properties of the 2 % and 3% 

polyethylene oxide solutions indicated that the elasticity and viscosity 

recorded in the bulk were approximately twice that detectable in the surface. 

Hence it appears that the visco-elasticity which was recorded at the surface 

was reflecting bulk properties and not true surface film formation.

This finding probably also explains the relationship between the decreased 

volume and increased surface elasticity (Fig. 3.8) since the polyethylene 

oxide appears to have formed a three dimensional gel rather than a surface 

film. Hence, as the volume of the sample decreased the height of the fluid 

above the bottom of the dish decreased causing an apparent increase in 

viscoelasticity possibly related to adhesive forces (Fig. 3. 9).
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B

Fig. 3.9 The volume of liquid used to assess visco-elastic properties 

appears to be important. If a large volume is used (A) the ring is less 

affected by the sides and bottom of the dish holding the sample. As the 

volume decreases (B) there is the possibility of the ring adhering to the base 

of the dish with increased viscoelastic forces being recorded.

The reciprocal plots of surface elasticity and time, which have previously 

been used to determine the maximum surface elasticity achievable after 

infinite time (Barnes 1988; Warburton 1978), are shown in Fig. 3.2. The 

regression lines show excellent fit with correlation coefficients of 0.996 for 

the 2% solution of polyethylene oxide solution. However, it is clear from both 

the original graphs (Fig. 3.1) and the reciprocal plots (Fig. 3.2) that the 

rheological properties recorded at the surface continued to increase with 

time for at least 70min in the present experiments. This is presumably 

because molecules continue to be added to the film or in the case of the 

polyethylene oxide the gel. Although the results of experiments using 

polyethylene oxide solutions reflect bulk properties and not true surface film 

formation the continued increase in film strength with time was also evident
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when saliva was tested (Chapters 4, 5 and 6 ) which does form a surface 

film. In view of these findings the reciprocal plot was considered to be 

inappropriate for the solutions tested and is not presented for any of the 

subsequent results.

It appears that both the concentration of the solution and the dimensions of 

the measuring apparatus of the ORSSR are important considerations in 

determining the surface rheological properties using the ORSSR. The latter 

will have important implications for the volume of liquid which is required for 

studies using the ORSSR. It is important to decrease possible adhesive 

effects between the ORSSR dish and ring. In order to achieve this the ring 

should have as small a diameter as possible, the dish should have a 

diameter as large as possible and the volume of test solution should be as 

great as possible whilst still being consistent with detecting surface film 

growth.

These requirements are far from ideal in developing a clinical test to assess 

the surface properties of saliva since the volume of the saliva sample should 

be as small as possible in view of the potential difficulties associated sample 

collection.
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3.4 Further studies of polyethylene oxide solutions prepared from 

powder

3.4.1 Introduction

The earlier experiments on poiyethyiene oxide solutions prepared from 

tablets had demonstrated a non-linear relationship between the 

concentration of polyethylene oxide and the elasticity and viscosity. If such a 

relationship between concentration and rheological properties is common to 

solutions with film forming properties it is potentiaily of great importance 

clinically. This is because a small change in concentration may result in a 

marked change in properties. The effect of concentration on surface 

rheological properties was therefore examined further.

3.4.2 Aim

To investigate the relationship between concentration of polyethylene oxide 

solutions and elasticity and viscosity measured at the surface.

3.4.3 Materials and methods

1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5% and 3% polyethylene oxide solutions were prepared by 

dissolving polyethylene oxide powder in distilled water. The powder (see 

Appendix 1) was again kindly supplied by the Guy's Hospital Pharmacy. 

Surface elasticity and surface viscosity were measured using 2 ml of the 

solutions which were evaluated for up to 20min using the ORSSR. Five 

replicates of each experiment were undertaken. The scaling and attenuation 

factors used are given in Table 3.1.
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Concentration of solution Scaling Factor Attenuation Factor

1 % 2 40

1.5% 2 40

2 % 5 1 0 0

2.5% 5 1 0 0

3% 5 1 0 0

Table 3.1 Scaling and Attenuation Factors used in the study of polyethylene 

oxide solutions prepared from powder.

3.4.4 Results

The surface elasticity and surface viscosity both increased with increasing 

concentration of polyethylene oxide. The surface viscosity of all solutions 

appeared to increase initially then decreased with time whereas the surface 

elasticity increased. The surface elasticity of the solutions is given in 

Fig. 3.10 and the surface viscosity is given in Fig. 3.11.

3.4.5 Discussion

It is interesting that whereas the differences in surface elasticity between the 

solutions increased with time the differences in surface viscosity decreased. 

When the polyethylene oxide solutions were made from powder the surface 

elasticity and surface viscosity were greater than that of the equivalent 

solutions which had been made from the polyethyiene oxide tablets (Fig. 3.1, 

Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6). The reasons for this finding are unclear but;
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1. It is considered possibie that tabieting couid cause a change in the 

properties of the poiyethylene oxide solutions (Dr. G. Buckton, Personai 

communication).

2. As a subjective assessment the solutions made from powder appeared to 

be considerabiy more viscoelastic to handle than those made from the 

tablets.

3. There have been differences in the reported buik viscosity of 1% 

poiyethyiene oxide soiutions prepared from powder (Roberts 1981) and 

tablets from the same source (Vissink et al. 1984).

Further studies would be required to investigate the effect of tabieting on the 

rheoiogicai properties of macromoiecuies. The effect of the concentration of 

poiyethyiene oxide soiutions on the surface eiasticity and surface viscosity 

are summarised in Fig. 3.12.
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Fig. 3.10 Comparison of the surface elasticity (± sem) against time for 1%, 

1.5%, 2%, 2.5% and 3% solutions prepared from polyethylene oxide powder 

(n=5).
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1.5%, 2%, 2.5% and 3% solutions prepared from polyethylene oxide powder 

(n=5).
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(prepared from powder) on the mean surface elasticity and mean surface 

viscosity recorded after 13min (±sem).

3.5 Sodium carboxymethylcellulose

3.5.1 Introduction

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (Na CMC) is another common component of 

saliva substitutes being the macromolecule used in Glandosane"” and 

Luborant'" (Appendix 1) to increase viscosity. It has previously been 

reported following studies on acacia solutions that carbohydrate molecules 

can form surface films (Moules and Warburton 1990), although subsequently 

it appears that small amounts of protein are present in some acacia solutions 

may have accounted for these findings. It has also been shown that surface
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film formation can be influenced by pH and by ionic concentration (Moules 

and Warburton 1990; Warburton 1978) both of which will vary within the oral 

cavity.

3.5.2 Aims

The purpose of this series of experiments was to determine;

1. The surface rheoiogicai properties of Na CMC and the relationship 

between surface and bulk properties assessed using the ORSSR.

2. The effects of lowering the pH, increasing the ionic concentration and 

adding sodium lauryl sulphate to the solution on surface rheoiogicai 

properties.

3. The relationship between surface rheology and surface tension of 

Na CMC solutions.

3.5.3 Materials and methods

1% and 2% solutions of Na CMC were prepared in distilled water and in 

phosphate buffer pH 1.9. Solutions were made in a sealed glass flask using 

a magnetic stirrer and left for 24hrs before use to ensure that the Na CMC 

had been adequately dissolved. Approximately 2ml of the solution was used 

for the experiments. The buffer was prepared using potassium dihydrogen 

phosphate and 0.1M HCI as described by Pearse (1968). Further solutions 

were prepared using the same solvents and also containing either 1 M NaCI 

or 0 .1  % sodium lauryl sulphate.

Surface elasticity was measured over a 20min period (2 % solution - Scaling 

Factor 5, Attenuation Factor 100; 1 % solution - Scaling Factor 2, Attenuation
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Factor 50). Surface tension was measured over 15min with distilled water as 

the standard using a Kruss Processor Tensiometer K12 (Kruss UK, Royston, 

Herts, UK). All experiments of the above experiments were performed at 20-

22°C.

The experiments to compare the elasticity and viscosity of 1% Na CMC 

soiutions with the ORSSR ring positioned in the surface (n=3) and in the buik 

(n=3) were conducted in a water bath at 37°C.

3.5.4 Results

It was clearly apparent on visual examination that preparing the Na CMC 

soiutions in pH 1.9 buffer or the addition of NaCI or sodium lauryl sulphate 

caused some precipitation of the Na CMC.

A summary of the results of the investigations is given in Table 3.2 and the 

surface elasticity and surface tension of the 1% Na CMC solutions in distilled 

water are shown graphically in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. In view of the 

tendency for the buffer and secondary factors to affect the solubility of the 

Na CMC the results of all experiments other than 1% and 2% Na CMC in 

distilled water must be interpreted with considerable caution.

The 1% and 2% Na CMC solutions showed a high rate of growth of surface 

elasticity for the first 7-12 min at which point the growth of elasticity became 

negligible. After 15min the elasticity measured in the bulk (31.06 mN/m) of 

the 1% solution was approximately twice that in the surface (16.05 mN/m) 

(Fig. 3.15). The viscosity demonstrated little change with time with the



1%NaCMC 2% Na CMC
Distilled wal er PH 1 .9 buffer Distilled wal er pH 1.9 buffer

1 %
CMC

1 %
CMC +
1M
NaCI

1 %
CMC + 
0 .1 % 
SLS

1 %
CMC

1 %
CMC +
1M
NaCI

1 %
CMC + 
0 .1 % 
SLS

2 %
CMC

2 %
CMC +
1M
NaCI

2 %
CMC + 
0 .1 % 
SLS

2 %
CMC

2 %
CMC +
1M
NaCI

2 %
CMC + 
0 .1 % 
SLS

Surface 
tension 
5 min

69.21 52.54 33.37 52.54 53.52 38.20 58.15 73.50 30.82 41.14 54.06 35.48

Surface 
tension 
1 0  min

68.55 51.98 33.51 51.44 52.20 36.55 56.39 70.49 31.53 40.53 53.50 34.05

Surface
tension
15min

69.28 51.63 33.59 50.70 51.24 35.72 N/A 68.03 31.68 40.33 53.00 32.93

Surface 
elasticity 
5 min

3.11 2.42 3.82 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 68.58 35.63 36.47 12.37 10.63 12.19

Surface 
elasticity 
1 0  min

10.95 5.28 7.52 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 299.61 229.23 211.07 140.19 55.10 122.82

Surface 
elasticity 
15 min

16.05 9.26 9.33 0  0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 330.32 249.83 229.29 155.65 69.04 155.72

Table 3.2 Surface tension (mN/m) and surface elasticity (mN/m) of 1 % and 2% Na CMC solutions in distilled water and phosphate 
buffer at pH 1 .9 with 1 M NaCI and 0.1% sodium lauryl sulphate.

o<j)
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viscosity in the bulk being greater than that measured in the surface 

(Fig. 3.16).

A reduction in pH to 1.9 and the addition of 1M NaCI or 0.1% sodium lauryl 

sulphate all decreased the final elasticity of the 2% Na CMC solution. The 

1% Na CMC soiution in pH 1.9 buffer failed to demonstrate any surface 

elasticity at aii.

The surface tension measurements consistentiy showed an initiai deciine in 

vaiue (Fig. 3.14) over the first 1-2 min and thereafter either remained steady 

or decreased slightly. Sodium lauryl sulphate produced the most marked 

reduction in surface tension compared with the 1% and 2% Na CMC 

soiutions prepared in distiiied water.

3.5.5 Discussion

The results of the experiments in section 3.5 were disappointing because of 

the apparent effect of pH, 1M NaCi and sodium lauryl sulphate on the 

solubility of Na CMC. This made full comparisons between the various 

components impossible. The values for the rheoiogicai properties and 

surface tension obtained for 1% and 2% Na CMC solutions in distiiied water 

are however of value for comparison;

1 . with those of poiyethyiene oxide.

2 . of surface rheology and surface tension.
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Fig. 3.16 A comparison of the mean viscosity (± sem) against time for a 1% 
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the bulk (n=3).
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Surface rheology - The results demonstrate that Na CMC has pronounced 

elastic properties which can be measured at the surface as is the case for 

poiyethyiene oxide (see sections 3.3 and 3.4) and other protein and 

carbohydrate soiutions (Warburton 1978; Kerr and Warburton 1985; Moules 

and Warburton 1990). interestingly the buik eiasticity was approximately 

twice that measured in the surface which was also the case for poiyethyiene 

oxide. This also indicates that the eiasticity measured at the surface of 

soiutions of both macromoiecuies reflected the buik properties and not true 

surface film formation. The surface eiasticity of the 2 % Na CMC (Table 

3.2) was approximately three times that of the 2 % poiyethyiene oxide 

soiution prepared from powder (Fig. 3.10).

Surface tension - The rapid decline in surface tension may correspond to a 

rapid diffusion of molecules to the surface layer followed by a slower deciine 

in surface tension related to maturation of the surface (Warburton 1978).

it is a commonly held assumption that surface tension itself is a sufficient 

measure of the surface properties for the majority of soiutions. However 

comparison of the surface tension data with the surface eiasticity data 

demonstrates that they are measuring different phenomena with the surface 

eiasticity increasing with time and the surface tension decreasing (Fig. 3.13 

and Fig. 3.14).
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3.6 Conclusions

• 1-3% polyethylene oxide and 1% and 2% Na CMC solutions have 

pronounced viscoelasticity which can be measured at the surface using 

the ORSSR.

• The elasticity increased rapidly with time initially but showed no further 

increase after lOmin.

• The viscoelasticity detectable at the surface of these solutions reflected 

the underlying bulk properties and not true surface film formation.

• Tabieting polyethylene oxide appeared to alter its rheoiogicai properties.

• The surface viscoelastic properties were not directly proportional to the 

concentration of the macromoiecuies within the solutions tested. Small 

changes in concentration of both polyethylene oxide and Na CMC 

solutions produced large changes in the surface viscoelastic properties 

measured by the ORSSR.

• The ORSSR is very sensitive to changes in the volume of the solution 

being tested. This is likely to be related to adhesion to the base of the 

dish.

• Preparation of Na CMC solutions in a phosphate buffer pH 1.9 or addition 

of 1 M NaCI or 0.1% sodium lauryl sulphate appears to alter the 0  point 

resulting in aggregation of the macromoiecuies in the solution. This had a 

dramatic effect on all properties studied.
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CHAPTER FOUR

SURFACE RHEOLOGY
OF

SALIVA SUBSTITUTES 
AND HUMAN WHOLE 

RESTING SALIVA
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4.1 Introduction

The polymer solutions studied in Chapter Three were shown to possess both 

viscous and elastic properties. However the viscoelasticity of the sodium 

carboxymethylcellulose (Na CMC) and polyethylene oxide solutions 

measured at the surface reflected the bulk properties of these solutions and 

not true surface film formation.

Since these polymers have been used in the formulation of saliva substitutes 

(see section 1 .8 ) to simulate the rheoiogicai properties of human saliva it 

was considered appropriate to compare the surface properties of saliva and 

saliva substitutes. The function of the surface film which has been reported 

to occur at the air-saliva interface (Barnes 1988; Waterman et al. 1988) is 

currently unknown. Nevertheless as saliva substitutes have been formulated 

in an attempt to mirror the physical properties of saliva one would expect a 

successful saliva substitute to share surface film forming properties.

Before the surface film forming properties of saliva and saliva substitutes 

could be compared the ORSSR had to be modified to enable the high film 

strength of saliva to be measured.

4.2 Difficufties associated with measuring the high film strength of 

saliva with the ORSSR

When using the ORSSR it is necessary to undertake a series of preliminary 

experiments on any new test soiution. The appropriate scaling and 

attenuation factors for the sample to be tested can then be determined to 

enable the surface rheoiogicai measurements to be assessed using the 

ORSSR (see section 2.4.1).
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After conducting such a preliminary series of experiments on human whole 

saliva it was found that the growth of the surface film was too great for the 

ORSSR to measure. The viscoelastic properties of the film were so high that 

it prevented adequate movement of the ORSSR ring. As a consequence the 

mean amplitude of oscillation became too small for the ORSSR to calculate 

the surface elasticity and surface viscosity (see sections 2.2 and 2.3).

In order to overcome these problems and to enable the surface film 

formation of saliva samples to be studied it was necessary to modify the 

equipment. There were two options available:

1. To increase the torque delivered by the galvanometer coil used to drive 

the oscillation of the ORSSR ring. This would result in the ring being driven 

with greater force resulting in a greater amplitude of oscillation which the 

surface film would be unable to prevent. One disadvantage of such a change 

is that, if the torque range is increased too much, solutions forming weaker 

films could not be studied because the film might be physically disrupted by 

the ORSSR ring. Also, it is possible that a film which might develop into a 

strong film, given time, would also be disrupted by the high torque before 

sufficient strength had developed.

2. To alter the dimensions of the ORSSR ring and the diameter of the dish 

which contained the test fluid. Studies with polyethylene oxide solutions have 

shown that if the volume of the test solution is small the measured surface 

elasticity and viscosity rises which was considered to be due to adhesion 

between the dish and the ORSSR ring (see section 3.3.2.2). A disadvantage 

of increasing the dish size is that the voiume of test solution increases.
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Whilst for most test solutions this would not be a problem it is a major 

disadvantage in relation to saliva and possibly other biological fluids due to 

the difficulties of collecting large test volumes.

4.3 Modifications made to the ORSSR

Any solution to the above dilemma was going to involve a compromise since 

there are advantages and disadvantages associated with both approaches. 

It was decided to modify the torque delivered by the ORSSR and also to 

alter the dimensions of both the dish containing the test solution and also the 

ORSSR ring.

4.3.1 Modifications to the ORSSR electronics

The torque capacity of the ORSSR ring was increased by reducing the 

series resistor from 10 OOOQ to 2 GOGQ in the ORSSR ring driving feedback 

circuit.

4.3.2 Modifications to the ORSSR ring and dish

The ring diameter was decreased from 12mm to 6 mm and was fabricated 

from G.4mm hard stainless steel orthodontic dental wire. The wire was bent 

into a circle 6 mm in diameter and spot welded. Two arms were added using 

the same wire and these were welded perpendicular to the ring (Fig. 4.1). 

The wire arms were bent slightly away from the vertical which enabled the 

ring to be held rigidly in the tubes attached to the galvanometer. The new 

moment of inertia was G.22 and the calculation of this constant was 

described in section 2.4.2.
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1 2 mm

0.4mm stainless 
steel wire

6 mm

Fig. 4.1 Dimensions of the modified ORSSR ring constructed using 0.4mm 

stainless steel wire

The dish that the test solutions were contained in was changed from 19.5mm 

in diameter to 35mm in diameter. The original dishes were made from glass 

which necessitated careful cleaning (see section 3.3.1.1). The replacement 

dishes were disposable plastic tissue culture dishes (Corning Glass Works, 

New York, USA) which have the additional advantage that there was no 

requirement to repeatedly clean the dishes with detergent. Such a procedure 

carries a potential risk of leaving a residue which might affect the surface film 

formation despite careful rinsing. The new geometry factor of the ORSSR 

was 1.17 and its calculation is described In section 2.4.3. The 6 mm diameter 

ring and 35mm dish were used in all subsequent experiments. The dish 

containing 7ml of the sample fluid was placed in a well within a specially 

designed and constructed glass water bath at 37°C in all subsequent 

experiments. The base of the ORSSR was marked to facilitate repositioning 

of the water bath at the beginning of each experiment.
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Problems had been encountered with different operators removing the 

ORSSR ring between each experiment (see section 3.3.1.1). The tubes into 

which the supporting arms of the ORSSR ring were inserted became 

detached from the galvanometer movement necessitating recementing the 

tubes and recalculating the moment of inertia. From this point in the project 

the ORSSR was used exclusively for the current research, in order to 

minimise the risk of damaging the delicate galvanometer movement the 

method of cleaning the ring was changed. The ORSSR ring was cleaned 

between aii subsequent experiments by "blotting" the ring gently with a piece 

of tissue paper and allowing the ring to oscillate at resonant frequency in 

distiiied water for 30min.

4.4 Investigation of the rheoiogicai properties of whoie resting saiiva 

and saiiva substitutes

4.4.1 Aims

The aims of this series of experiments were to determine:

1. The surface film growth of human whoie saiiva.

2. The surface film growth of commercially available saiiva substitutes.

4.4.2 Materiais and methods

4.4.2.1 Saiiva substitutes

The following commercially available saliva substitutes were tested (see 

Appendix 1 for details):

1. Saliva Orthana^” (3.5% porcine gastric mucin).
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2. Luborant™ (0.65% carboxymethylcellulose).

3. Glandosane™ (1% carboxymethylcellulose).

A 1 % solution of sodium carboxymethylcellulose (Na CMC) was also 

investigated on nine occasions throughout the series of experiments since 

elasticity and viscosity have been shown to be measurable at the surface of 

such a solution (see section 3.5). Na CMC is a component of two of the 

saliva substitutes listed above and it also served as a control against 

variation in the ORSSR.

4.4.2.2 Collection of human whole saliva

Whole human saliva was collected from 10 healthy individuals for 20min 

between the hours of 1 0 0 0  and 1 2 0 0  to minimise possible differences in 

circadian rhythm (Dawes 1972; Dawes and Ong 1973). The subjects who 

had refrained from eating or drinking for at least 1 hr before saliva collection 

were seated upright in a quiet room. After swallowing to empty the mouth of 

excess saliva the subjects "dribbled" into a universal plastic container 

whenever they felt the desire to swallow. The universal container was 

contained within a beaker of crushed ice After collection the mean flow rate 

was calculated from the weight of saliva produced (g/min = ml/min 

(Navazesh and Christenson 1982)). The container that the saliva had been 

collected in was inverted repeatedly to ensure mixing of the sample. 7ml of 

saliva was then syringed into the ORSSR dish using a disposable plastic 

syringe. The investigation of the surface rheology of all salivary samples was 

commenced within 5min of the end of saliva collection.
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4.4.2.S Rheoiogicai measurement

The surface rheology of the saliva substitutes and 1% Na CMC were 

assessed over a 2 0 min period in a water bath at 37°C. Three different 

samples of each saliva substitute and nine samples of the 1% Na CMC were 

studied. Each whole saliva sample was investigated for 1 hr and the scaling 

and attenuation factors are given in Table 4.1. Three samples of each saliva 

substitute were also studied for 20min with the ORSSR ring positioned within 

the bulk of the fluid.

Solution Scaling Factor Attenuation Factor

1%Na CMC 5 50

Saliva substitutes 1 1 0

Whole saliva 5 50

Table 4.1 Scaling and Attenuation Factors used in the study of whole saliva 

and saliva substitutes.

The surface elasticity and surface viscosity values were recorded at 5min. 

lOmin, 15min and 20mln for comparison between whole saliva and saliva 

substitutes. Comparisons between the groups were made using the 

Student's t test.

4.3.3 Results

a. Saliva - The mean saliva flow rate for the 10 subjects (0 .6 ml/mln) was 

higher than that previously reported (0.3ml/min) (Edgar and O'Mullane 1990) 

but it is widely accepted that the normal range is large. The descriptive 

statistics of the saliva samples are given in Table 4.2.
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Although the surface rheoiogicai properties of the whole saliva were 

recorded for 1 hr two of the samples developed such rapid film development 

between 20min and 60min that the ORSSR was unable to calculate the 

elasticity and viscosity (Fig. 4.2). The mean surface elasticity and surface 

viscosity data in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 have therefore been restricted to 20min 

when the mean of all 10 samples could be taken. All of the whole resting 

saliva samples demonstrated a marked increase in surface elasticity 

throughout the 20min experimental period (Fig. 4.3).

Whole saliva descriptive statistics

Mean age (± sd) 30yrs (8.84)

Age range 22-52 yr.

sex ratio 5 male, 5 female

Mean flow rate (± sem) O.Gml/min (0.09)

Mean flow rate range 0.31-1.0ml/min

Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics of whole resting saliva samples,

b. Sodium carboxymethylcellulose - The 1% Na-CMC solution showed a 

rapid increase in surface elasticity (Fig. 4.3) and surface viscosity (Fig. 4.4) 

but showed no further increase in these properties between 5min and 20min. 

The coefficients of variation for the nine samples was 9.7 (surface elasticity) 

and 34.7 (surface viscosity) (for comparison with saliva see Table 4.3).
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each of the 1 0  whole resting saliva samples.
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Fig. 4.3 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (±sem) against time for 
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detectable surface elasticity for the commercially available saliva substitutes.
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Fig. 4.4 A comparison of the mean surface viscosity (±sem) against time for 

saliva substitutes, 1%  Na CM C and whole resting saliva. There was no 

detectable difference between the surface viscosity of Glandosane^" and 

distilled water. There were no significant differences (p>0.05) between the 

surface viscosity of whole resting saliva and 1% Na C M C but the surface 

viscosity of both was significantly greater (p<0.05) than that of the saliva 

substitutes at all time intervals. The negative viscosity values are artefacts 

related to measurement area so close to 0.
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c. Saliva substitutes - None of the commercially available saliva substitutes 

demonstrated any surface elasticity at all during the 2 0 min test period and 

only the Luborant™ had a surface viscosity greater than distilled water.

When the ORSSR ring was positioned in the bulk none of the saliva 

substitutes demonstrated any bulk elasticity greater than water and with the 

exception of Luborant the bulk viscosity was no different to that measured at 

the surface. The viscosity of Luborant measured with the ORSSR ring 

positioned in the bulk was approximately three times that found at the 

surface (318.33mNs/m and 113mNs/m after 20min respectively) and the 

difference was statistically significant (p<0.05) at all time intervals.

The surface elasticity and surface viscosity of the 1% Na CMC and whole 

resting saliva was significantly greater (p<0 .0 0 1 ) than the saliva substitutes 

at all time intervals. The whole saliva had significantly greater (p<0.05) 

surface elasticity than the 1% Na CMC after 2 0 min. There were no other 

statistically significant differences in surface elasticity or surface viscosity 

between these two groups (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4).

The relationship between the resting whole saliva flow rate and the surface 

elasticity and surface viscosity were also calculated despite the fact that the 

number of subjects was only 10. There was no correlation between the 

surface elasticity and flow rate (correlation coefficient = 0.08) (Fig. 4. 5) but 

there was the suggestion of a relationship between the surface viscosity and 

flow rate (Fig. 4. 6 ) (correlation coefficient = 0.61) although this was not 

statistically significant.
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It was not possible to investigate even a preliminary correlation between the 

age of subjects and the surface rheological properties of their saliva because 

nine of the 10 subjects were aged between 20yrs and 32yrs.

Although the groups were small differences between male and female 

groups were Investigated using the Student's t test. The differences in 

surface elasticity (Fig. 4.7) and surface viscosity (Fig. 4.8) were not 

statistically significant (p<0.05). However, there were differences in the 

surface elasticity (the male values being higher) which approached 

significance at short time intervals (p=0.053 at 5 min).

It was interesting to note that of the five female subjects studied one was 

post menopausal and that the saliva from this subject had surface elasticity 

approximately 3.5 times that of the mean value of the younger females 

(90.09mN/m and 25.52mN/m respectively after 20min).

4.4.4 Discussion

In contrast to 1% Na CMC the whole saliva from 10 different individuals 

demonstrated continued growth throughout the experiment with no apparent 

reduction in the rate of film growth with time. This pattern differs from that of 

the other polymers studied (polyethylene oxide and Na CMC) in Chapter 3 

which tended to reach a maximum elasticity quickly. There was however 

considerable variation in the pattern of increasing elasticity when each 

individual sample was plotted separately. There was some irregularity in the 

pattern of film growth in two of the samples at short time intervals with the 

elasticity dropping back almost to zero. This is likely to represent mechanical 

disruption of the film by the ring. After a few minutes the film became strong 

enough to withstand the torque of the ORSSR and no further reductions in
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surface elasticity were recorded, it is difficult to explain why the surface 

elasticity of two of the saiiva samples suddenly increased so dramatically.

The reason for the variation is unclear but is likely to be related to inter 

subject differences in the concentration of large macromolecules within the 

saliva samples. This may be related to differences in the proportion of the 

saliva secreted by different glands in any one individual. The large Inter

subject variation does not exclude a large intra subject variation. It may be 

that each subject consistently produces saliva of a given surface elasticity 

and surface viscosity accounting for a normal range or that each individual 

secretes saliva of varying surface elasticity and surface viscosity within the 

normal range. The difference between these two possibilities may be very 

important in terms of clinical testing. This is because for a given subject a 

change in the properties of their saliva may result in an altered perception of 

oral health despite the properties of the tested sample being within the 

normal range on both occasions.

Accepting that the sample size in this series of experiments is small the 

correlation between surface viscosity and flow rate is interesting in view of 

the fact that the protein content of stimulated parotid saliva has been shown 

to increase with increasing flow rate (Dawes 1969).

The differences in the surface properties of the saliva samples from male 

and female subjects were also of note although not statistically significant. 

The differences do however suggest that it would interesting to investigate 

this further and that it would be prudent to sex match groups in any clinical 

studies. There is no strong evidence for differences between the sexes in
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salivary flow rates but there is a predominance of femaies who complain of 

dry mouth and who develop Sjogren's syndrome (Scully 1986).

The lack of surface elasticity of the saiiva substitutes was particulariy 

surprising since a 1% soiution of Na CMC produced significant eiasticity and 

viscosity which couid be measured at the surface of the soiution. This was 

the concentration of Na CMC in the Glandosane^** but it appeared to have 

no visco-elasticity at all with the results being indistinguishable from those of 

distilled water.

Equally the Saliva Orthana^** which contains 3.5% pig gastric mucin was 

expected to have pronounced surface properties due to its mucin content. It 

should be remembered that the torque used to drive the ORSSR may be 

sufficient to disrupt a reiativeiy weak surface film.

The reasons for the lack of surface visco-elasticity of the saiiva substitutes 

may reflect the effects of the other salts contained within the solution which 

are iisted in Appendix 1. There was some suggestion of this effect in the 

earlier studies of Na CMC soiutions Chapter 3, although in the earlier 

experiments 1M NaCI was used which seemed to aiter the soiubility of the 

Na CMC. The pig gastric mucin wouid normally exist at a physioiogically 

acidic environment of approximately pH I. It is therefore possible that altering 

the pH of the Saliva Orthana^** to approximateiy pH7 has aitered the 

molecuiar configuration of the mucin moiecule. In addition the pig gastric 

mucin is freeze dried before the saliva substitute is reconstituted and this 

may again effect the rheologicai properties. These findings are supported by 

the results of a recent publication by Mellema et al. (1992) who used a
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torsion pendulum rheometer and failed to detect any measurable surface 

visco-elasticity in saliva substitutes.

4.5 Whole resting saliva from one Individual

4.5.1 Introduction

The variation seen in the rheological properties of the saliva samples taken 

from different individuals reflect inter subject variation but may also reflect 

intra subject variation. In the study by Mellema et al. (1992) analysis of their 

table of results indicates there was marked variation between subjects in 

their study although attention was not brought to this. Four hours after 

collection the mean surface elasticity of the seven samples that they studied 

was 9.1 MPa with a range of 170 MPa.

In order to investigate the source this variation between samples further it 

was necessary to eliminate the inter subject differences. This could be 

achieved by studying the saliva from one individual on a number of 

occasions. Such an approach has been used before to reduce the variation 

between subjects (Roberts 1981) and it has the advantage that the inter 

subject variation is eliminated. However it does have the disadvantage that 

the results obtained are valid for that individual and may therefore not be 

representative of the population as a whole.

4.5.2 Aims

To determine:

1. The surface rheological properties of whole resting saliva from one 

individual in order to eliminate inter subject variation.
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2. The relationship between the surface rheologicai properties and bulk 

properties (measured using the ORSSR) of human whole saliva.

4.5.3 Materials and methods

4.5.3.1 Collection of saliva samples

Whoie resting saiiva was coilected for 20min from one healthy male subject 

(the author) on 17 occasions using the technique described in section 

4.4.2.2. Ali sampies were coliected between the hours of 1000 and 1200 and 

no food or drink was ai lowed for Ihr prior to collection. 1 0  samples were 

used for the surface rheological measurements and 7 samples were used for 

assessing the buik properties.

4.5 3.2 Rheological measurements

The eiasticity and viscosity of the whoie resting saliva samples were 

measured both at the surface and within the buik of the fiuid over a SOmin 

period. The Scaiing Factor used was 5 and the Attenuation Factor 50.

The surface eiasticity and viscosity of the sampies from one individuai were 

compared with the bulk properties and with the elasticity and viscosity of the 

saiiva samples from the 10 different individuals using the Student's t test. 

The saliva flow rate was also compared between the two sample groups.

4.5.4 Results

The mean resting flow rate of the samples from one individual was

0.44ml/min (sem = 0.03) which was not significantiy different (p>0.05) from 

that of the samples taken from different individuals (0.6ml/min, sem = 0.09).
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The elasticity and viscosity at the surface and within the bulk of the whole 

resting saliva samples from one individual are shown in Fig. 4.9 and 

Fig. 4.10. The properties of the saliva with the ring positioned below the 

surface demonstrate similar general patterns to those of the polymer 

solutions in Chapter 2 with an increase in elasticity over an initial 10-15min 

period followed by a lack of further growth. The elasticity measured in the 

bulk of the whole saliva (41.74mN/m after 15 min) (Fig. 4.9) was of a similar 

order to that of a 1% Na CMC solution (31.06 mN/m after 15 min, Fig. 3.15). 

Likewise the viscosity in the bulk demonstrated little change after 5min 

(Fig. 4.9). The elasticity of the whole saliva was initially similar when 

measured at the surface or in the bulk but the elasticity at the surface 

continued to increase throughout the experiment (Fig. 4.9) and the difference 

in elasticity was statistically significant (p<0.05) at 20min. 25min and 30min. 

Interestingly the viscosity measured in the surface also continued to increase 

throughout the experiment and the difference was again statistically 

significant (p<0.05) at 20min, 25min and 30min (Fig. 4.10).

The surface rheological properties of the 10 resting whole saliva samples 

from one individual were compared with those taken from 1 0  different 

individuals (Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12). The results demonstrated a greater 

elasticity in the samples taken from one individual than was found for 

different individuals but these differences were not statistically significant 

(p>0.05). There was much less difference between the surface viscosity 

between the groups (Fig. 4.12).
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Fig. 4.11 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (±sem) against time 

for whole resting saliva from one individual (n=1 0 ) and from different 
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The coefficient of variation for 1 % Na CMC solutions and for the whoie 

resting saiiva samples taken from different individuals or from one individuai 

are given in Table 4.3. The coefficient of variation for the elasticity of the 1% 

Na CMC solutions recorded with the ORSSR ring positioned either in the 

surface or bulk was approximately 9 and the corresponding coefficients of 

variation for the viscosity were between 22 and 35. In contrast the 

coefficients of variation for whoie saiiva were much greater at 64-98 for the 

surface eiasticity and 46-84 for the surface viscosity. There was less 

variation in elasticity and viscosity measured in the buik of whole resting 

saliva than that seen in the surface.

4.5.5 Discussion

A comparison of the properties of whoie saliva with the ring positioned in the 

surface and in the buik with those of the 1% Na CMC demonstrates the 

essentially different nature of the two fluids. The formation of a surface film 

results in the elasticity of the saiiva samples being much greater at the 

surface than within the bulk (79.33mN/m and 35.15mN/m respectively after 

15 min) (Fig. 4.9) and the same is true of the viscosity (1137.8mNs/m and 

618mNs/m after 15min) (Fig. 4.10). The difference between the surface and 

bulk properties of the saliva samples is actually greater than these figures 

suggest because when the ORSSR ring is positioned within the bulk the 

arms supporting the ORSSR ring (see section 2.6) pass through the surface 

and will be influenced by the surface film.



Coefficient of variation ([sd/mean] xlOO)

Solution Elasticity Viscosity

1 % Na CMC (n=9) (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4) Surface 9.69 34.70

1% Na CMC (n=3) (Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16) Surface 9.38 30.29

1 % Na CMC (n=3) (Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16) Bulk 8.34 22.18

Whole resting saliva, different individuals (n=10) 
(Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4) Surface

63.77 46.14

Whole resting saliva, same individual (n=10) 
(Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10) Surface

97.66 84.03

Whole resting saliva same individual (n=7) 
(Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10) Bulk

27.11 39.23

Stimulated parotid saliva (n=10) (Fig. 5.5 and 
Fig. 5.6) Surface

105.97 117.31

Table 4.3 Coefficient of variation for rheological measurements using the ORSSR of Na CMC solutions, 
whole resting saliva and stimulated parotid saliva after 15min. All experiments performed at 37°C. ro
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In contrast the elasticity of a 1% Na CMC solution was lower at the surface 

than in the bulk (16.64mN/m and 31.06mN/m respectively after 15min) and 

the viscosity followed a similar pattern (1192mNs/m and 1852mNs/m 

respectively after 15min). This suggests that the surface measurements are 

reflecting the properties of the underlying bulk of the fluid.

Such differences question the rationale for modelling a saliva substitute on 

the visco-elastic properties recorded in the bulk of saliva using cone and 

plate rheometers. If this is done one would anticipate that the viscoelastic 

properties of the saliva substitutes would be high because;

i. The bulk rheometers which have most commonly been used to assess the 

bulk properties of saliva at low shear rates may be influenced by surface film 

forming properties (discussed in more detail in section 7.5). This may result 

in the bulk viscoelastic properties of saliva being considered to be higher 

than is really the case.

ii. These rheological values are then matched in saliva substitutes by 

addition of macromolecules without surface film forming properties. The 

viscosity of the substitute will be too high because the lack of film formation 

must be compensated for by increasing the bulk viscosity.

What is clear from these experiments is that whole resting saliva forms a 

pronounced surface film and that this property is not shared by any saliva 

substitute tested. It is interesting that neither Na CMC nor polyethylene oxide 

form a surface film despite being widely used as or within saliva substitutes. 

It is frustrating that in the absence of any standard solution which shares the 

properties of film growth the importance of this function is difficult to interpret 

since controlled studies cannot be undertaken. Although saliva substitutes
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are widely considered to be satisfactory and well tolerated by many patients 

(see section 1 .8 ) there is no question that their properties couid be improved.

There was comparatively little difference between the mean flow rates of 

whole saliva samples taken from either 1 0  different individuals or 1 0  samples 

taken from the same individual. However there was wide variation in surface 

rheologicai properties (see Table 4.3) suggesting that differences existed in 

the concentration of the molecules contributing to the surface film formation. 

It is well established that the concentration of many of the components of 

saliva vary with the flow rate (see section 1.2.2). In contrast the results of 

these experiments suggest that some differences in composition may occur 

which are independent of flow rate. The degree of variation in the saiiva 

taken from one individual is discussed further in section 7.4.

4.6 Conclusions

• it was possible to enable the ORSSR to measure the surface rheological 

properties of saliva by i) increasing the torque delivered by the 

galvanometer ii) increasing the dimensions of the ORSSR dish 

ill) decreasing the size of the ORSSR ring.

• Whole resting saliva had pronounced surface film forming properties with 

surface elasticity and surface viscosity which were greater at the surface 

than in the bulk and which increased with time.

• There was considerable intra and inter subject variation in the surface 

rheological properties of whoie resting saliva from healthy subjects.

• Commercially available saliva substitutes had no measurable surface 

viscoelastic properties after 2 0 min.
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5.1 Introduction

The results of the previous chapter demonstrate that human whole resting 

saliva forms a surface film with elasticity and viscosity greater than that 

found in the bulk. However there was considerable variation in surface 

properties not only between subjects but also when different samples from 

the same individual were studied.

One possible explanation for this variation relates to the fact that whole 

saliva is not a single secretion but a composite fluid. It is made up of the 

secretions of different glands and also contains bacteria, bacterial products 

and both cellular and food debris. There are therefore a number of sources 

of proteinaceous molecules which might contribute to the formation of a 

surface film. This variety of sources of macromolecules may account for the 

high level of variation observed in the whole resting saliva samples from 

different individuals and also in the samples taken from a single subject. 

There do not appear to be any published studies which have followed the 

protein composition of saliva longitudinally.

Parotid saliva can be collected relatively easily from the parotid duct and this 

enables many of the sources of variation found in whole saliva, which have 

been outlined above, to be eliminated. Parotid saliva might therefore be 

expected to have less variation in its surface properties than whole saliva. 

Whilst the resting flow rate of parotid saliva is low, stimulation of the flow rate 

enables significant volumes to be collected from healthy individuals.

If the surface rheology of saliva is to be investigated to determine both its 

importance and also Its suitability as a potential clinical diagnostic test it 

would be of great benefit if:
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• the volume of saliva required was very smaii.

• the samples could be stored to enable evaluation remote from the clinic. 

This would enable larger numbers of samples to be processed and would 

also obviate the need for each ciinic to have the equipment necessary to 

perform the test. Freezing the specimens wouid seem the most suitabie 

and convenient method of storage although the effect of freezing on the 

rheoiogy of bioiogicai specimens has not been extensively studied (see 

section 7.3.1).

Indeed one possible explanation for the finding that Saiiva O r t h a n a h a d  no 

measurable surface film forming properties (Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4) was that 

the pig gastric mucin had been freeze dried and that this might have altered 

its moiecular structure and hence its rheoiogical properties. The effect of 

freezing on the properties of saliva were therefore of interest.

As previously described in section 4.3.2 it was necessary to increase the 

dimensions of the ORSSR dish to enable saliva sampies to be investigated 

because of the strength of the surface film formed. This resulted in an 

increase in the voiume of the test sampie to 7ml. Many of the oral conditions 

which result in saiiva dysfunction wouid prevent a sample of 7ml being 

coiiected. it was therefore considered advantageous to investigate the 

effects of diiution on the surface rheological properties in order to enable a 

smaller volume of saliva to be studied.

5.2 Aims

To determine:

1. The surface rheological properties of stimulated human parotid saiiva from 

one individuai.
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2. The effect of storage at room temperature and of freezing and storage at 

-70°C and -20°C on the surface rheological properties of parotid saliva.

3. The effect on the surface film formation of diluting frozen parotid saliva 

with normal saline.

5.3 Materials and methods

5.3.1 Collection of parotid saliva

Human stimulated parotid saliva was collected from one individual (SRS) 

who supplied the whole resting saliva in Chapter 4. The subject had 

refrained from eating and drinking for at least Ihr prior to collection of all 

samples. Parotid saliva was collected over a 15min period, between the 

hours of 0930 and 1230 using a modified Carlson-Crittenden Cup (Carlson 

and Crittenden 1910: Lashley 1916). This consisted of two concentric 

cylinders with a lid on the top and a fine flexible tube opening into each 

chamber (Fig. 5.1).

The inner chamber of the Carlson-Crittenden cup was placed over the 

parotid duct which can be identified on the buccal mucosa adjacent to the 

upper second molar tooth. The cup was held in position by a vacuum which 

was created by withdrawing air with a syringe from the outer chamber and 

the vacuum maintained by the use of a two way valve.

The flow of saliva was stimulated by using sugar free lemon flavoured 

sweets (Vivil Lemon Sweets, Vivil Ltd., Thame Oxfordshire). 12 of the lemon 

sweets were used to stimulate the parotid flow throughout the 15min period
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which involved placing a sweet in the mouth every 50 sec. No attempt was 

made to confine the position of the sweet to the side on which the saliva was 

being collected, nor was it possible to prevent some force being exerted by 

the teeth, the stimulus was therefore not an entirely gustatory one.

Central chamber 
placed over parotid 
duct

Tube used 
to maintain 
vacuum J  Tube through which saliva 

Y  is collected

Fig. 5.1 Diagrammatic representation of the structure of a Carlson- 

Crittenden cup used to collect parotid saliva.

Saliva was collected into a universal container at room temperature on a 

total of 45 occasions and the volume of saliva collected ascertained by 

weighing the sample (g/min = ml/min (Navazesh and Christenson 1982)). 

The mean flow rate was 1.45ml/min (sem=0.1)

a. Samples for determination of the surface rheologv of stimulated parotid 

saliva tested immediatelv after collection and after 1 hr 

Measurement of the surface rheological properties of 10 samples was 

commenced within approximately 5 min of the cessation of collection. In
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addition four paired samples were left at room temperature for Ihr before 

testing.

b. Comparison of the surface elasticity and surface viscosity of parotid 

samples with those measured with the ORSSR ring positioned in the bulk

1 2  samples were collected on six different dates approximately 2 hr apart. 

The surface and bulk properties were each recorded first on three occasions 

for 30min. The ring was cleaned between experiments as described in 

section 4.4.2.3 and a new zero standard established.

c. Samples for determination of the surface rheology of stimulated parotid 

saliva which had been frozen

Samples were frozen In 7ml aliquots at either -70°C (n=10) or -20°C (n=13) 

for between 1 and 14 weeks. Samples were thawed in warm water before 

investigation of their rheological properties.

d. Samples for determination of the surface rheology of stimulated parotid 

saliva which had been frozen and subsequently diluted in normal saline 

Samples were frozen in aliquots at -20°C for between 1 and 26 weeks. 

Samples were thawed In warm water and diluted in normal saline to provide 

the following concentrations of saliva (v/v) 2%, 4%, 8 %, 15%. 30%. 60% and 

75%. The 8 % solution was tested on 10 occasions and all other dilutions on 

5 occasions.

5.3.2 Rheological measurement

The surface elasticity and surface viscosity of 7ml aliquots of the saliva 

samples were determined using the ORSSR over a period of 30min for the 

samples tested immediately after collection and for 180min for all other
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samples. The Scaling and Attenuation Factors used are given below 

(Table 5.1).

Sample Scaling Factor Attenuation Factor

Parotid saliva 5 30

Parotid saliva - ring in bulk 3 1 0

Frozen parotid saliva 5 30

Frozen, diluted, parotid saliva 1 1 0

Table 5.1 Scaling and Attenuation Factors used in the study of parotid saliva,

5.3.3 Statistics

The Student's t test was used to compare the rheological properties of i) the 

surface and bulk of parotid saliva and ii) the saliva tested immediately after 

collection with parotid saliva which had been frozen at -70°C and -20°C. 

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to Investigate the 

relationship between the length of time that the saliva sample had been 

frozen and the surface rheological properties.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Stimulated parotid saliva tested immediately after collection

The mean surface elasticity showed a continuous rapid rise with time 

(Fig. 5.2) which showed no sign of reaching a plateau by the end of the
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Fig. 5.2 The surface elasticity against time (±sem) for stimuiated parotid 

saliva taken from one individual (n=1 0 ).
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30min experiment (194.25mN/m). The surface viscosity demonstrated a 

rapid decline over the initial 5min period from 2675mNs/m to 987mNs/m but 

then proceeded to increase in a time dependent fashion throughout the 

experiment to reach 2855mNs/m after 30min (Fig. 5.3).

A photograph of the surface film formed on stimulated parotid saliva, after 

30min, is shown in Fig. 5.4.

The coefficient of variation for the surface elasticity and surface viscosity of 

the stimulated parotid saliva samples after 15min were 105.97 and 117.31 

respectively. A comparison of the surface elasticity and surface viscosity of 

the parotid samples with those of the whole resting saliva from the same 

individual are given in Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. The mean surface elasticity and 

mean surface viscosity of the parotid samples were higher than those of the 

whole saliva samples at all time intervals studied although these differences 

were not statistically significant (p>0.05).

5.4.2 Surface elasticity and surface viscosity of stimuiated parotid 

saliva with the ORSSR ring positioned in the surface and in the buik

The elasticity and viscosity recorded in the surface of stimulated parotid 

saliva were approximately ten times that recorded with the ORSSR ring 

positioned in the bulk (Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8).
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Fig. 5.3 The surface viscosity against time (±sem) for stimulated parotid 

saliva taken from one individual (n=1 0 ).
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Fig. 5.4 Photograph of the surface film formed at the surface of stimulated 

parotid saliva after approximately 30min. The hole left by the ORSSR ring 

can be seen in the centre. The creasing which enables the film to be 

visualised occurred during removal of the ring from the surface.
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individual.
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time for stimulated parotid saliva from one individual.
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5.4.3 Surface elasticity and surface viscosity of stimuiated parotid 

saiiva which had been stored at room temperature for 1 hr

The mean surface elasticity and surface viscosity of the four parotid saiiva 

samples which had been stored at room temperature for 1 hr before testing 

demonstrated iittle difference when compared with four aliquots which had 

been coliected from the same sample but tested immediately after collection 

(Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10). Although the surface elasticity of the sampies tested 

immediately after collection were higher than those of the sampies stored at 

room temperature at aii time intervais these differences were smaii and not 

statisticaliy significant (p>0.05).

5.4.4 Effect of freezing on the surface rheology of stimulated parotid 

saliva

5.4.4.1 Surface elasticity

The surface elasticity of the samples which had been frozen at -70°C and 

-20°C was considerabiy lower at all times (11.58mN/m, -70°C group and 

17.84mN/m, -20°C group after SOmin) than the saiiva tested immediateiy 

after coilection (194.25 mN/m after SOmin) (Fig. 5.11). These differences 

were statisticaily significant (p<0.05) at aii time intervals studied and 

represented a decrease in surface eiasticity of saiiva sampies which had 

been frozen of over 90% compared with those sampies tested immediately. 

There were no statistically significant differences (p>0.05) between the 

samples which had been frozen at -70°C or -20°C at any time during the 3hr 

experimental time period.
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Fig. 5.9 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (±sem) of stimulated

parotid saliva from one individual tested immediately after collection and

after storage at room temperature for 1 hr (n=4).
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The pattern of growth of surface elasticity of the saliva samples which had 

been frozen was broadly similar to that of the saliva samples tested 

immediately (Fig. 5.11) after collection with an increase in surface elasticity 

throughout the experiment. However the rate of film growth for the samples 

which had been frozen at -70°C and -20°C reduced with time (Fig. 5.12).

S.4.4.2 Surface viscosity

The surface viscosity of the saliva samples which had been frozen was also 

approximately 80-90% less than the values for the surface viscosity of the 

saliva samples which had been tested immediately after collection 

(Fig. 5.13). These differences were statistically significant (p<0.05) at all time 

intervals studied. There were no statistically significant differences (p>0.05) 

between the samples which had been frozen at -70°C or -20°C at any time 

during the 3hr experimental time period.

There was a slight increase in surface viscosity with time between lOmin 

(256mNs/m, -70°C group and 180mNs/m, -20°C group) and lOOmin 

(403mNs/m, -70°C group and 344mNs/m, -20°C group) but thereafter there 

was no change (Fig. 5.14).

5.4.5 Correlation between the length of time that the saliva sample 

had been stored frozen and Its surface rheological properties

The length of the period for which the saliva samples had been stored frozen 

before the rheological properties were assessed did not appear to be 

important. Saliva samples had been frozen between 1 week and 14 weeks
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but the Pearson correlation coefficients between the length of time that they 

had been frozen and surface rheological properties at all time intervals were 

less than 0.3 (-2 0 °C) and 0.5 (-70°C) and these were not statistically 

significant (p>0.05).

5.4.6 The surface rheology of stimulated parotid saliva which had 

been stored frozen and diluted with normal saline

5.4.6.1 Surface elasticity

The reduction in surface rheological properties was not directly proportional 

to the concentration of the parotid sample which had been diluted in normal 

saline, but the results fell into three broad bands (Fig. 5.15):

i) 30% -100% solutions

There were no differences in the surface elasticity of these solutions. Hence 

diluting the saliva sampie by two thirds did not produce any significant 

decrease in the elasticity of the surface film of parotid saliva which had been 

stored frozen.

ii) 8 % and 15 % solutions.

These solutions produced surface elasticity which was approximately half 

that of group one, reaching 24-26mN/m after 180min.
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iii) 2% and 4% solutions.

These solutions formed very weak films with surface elasticity only becoming 

detectable after 60min (4% solution) and SOmin (2% solution). The elasticity 

increased to only 3mN/m (2% solution) and 7mN/m (4% solution) after 

180min.

Diluting the frozen saliva enabled an assessment to be made of the effect of 

concentration of salivary constituents on surface elasticity (Fig. 5.16) as was 

previously presented for the concentration of polyethylene oxide (Fig. 3.12). 

Whilst these results are for frozen saliva and cannot be interpolated to saliva 

under physiological conditions they do demonstrate that the relationship 

between surface elasticity and concentration is not linear. A dilution in the 

concentration of saliva below 30% produced a rapid fall in surface elasticity 

broadly similar to the properties of polyethylene oxide (Fig. 3.12).

5.4.6 2 Surface viscosity

The surface viscosity of the various dilutions of saliva were not so clear cut 

(Fig. 5.17) but showed overlap between the different groups.
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5.5 Discussion

The results of the surface rheology of parotid saliva were surprising on two 

counts:

1. The viscoelasticity of whole saliva was expected to be greater than that of 

stimulated parotid saliva. The mucin content of the submandibular and 

sublingual gland secretions are greater than that of parotid saliva and during 

resting flow the submandibular glands contribute a greater percentage of the 

total volume than during stimulated salivary flow (see section 1.2). There will 

also be a contribution from the minor salivary glands In whole saliva which 

have a high mucin content and may account for 1 0 % of the volume of saliva 

produced (Dawes and Wood 1973)

2. The coefficients of variation for the surface rheological properties of 

stimulated parotid saliva were approximately the same as those for whole 

resting saliva (see Table 4.3). This is difficult to explain because many of the 

sources of "contamination" which might account for the variation found in 

whole saliva were eliminated by collecting parotid saliva (see section 5.1).

The finding that there was only a slight decrease in the surface elasticity of 

saliva that had been left to stand for 1 hr contrasts with other work which has 

shown a rapid decrease in bulk rheological properties of whole saliva 

(Roberts 1981). This may be because parotid saliva coliected with Carlson- 

Crittenden cups is essentially sterile with no opportunity for significant 

bacterial degradation during the Ih r that it was left to stand. Also, the 

rheological properties measured in the current experiments may reflect the 

absorption at the surface of undamaged molecules.
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It is interesting that freezing stimulated parotid saliva resuited in a 90% 

reduction in surface elasticity and surface viscosity over a SOmin period. The 

molecuies responsible for surface film formation are currentiy unknown and 

any explanation of the effect of freezing must be somewhat speculative. The 

balance of evidence suggests that proteins and glycoproteins are 

responsible (see section 1.6) for the surface rheological properties. Freezing 

may disrupt the tertiary structure of these molecules or cause precipitation of 

the protein resuiting in poor network formation at the surface of the saliva. 

Certainiy a reduction in film strength of this proportion may account for the 

lack of detectable surface elasticity and viscosity of Saiiva Orthana™, over a 

20min period, which contains freeze dried pig gastric mucin (Fig. 4.3 and 

Fig. 4.4). The iength of time that the saliva was stored frozen at either -20°C 

or -70°C did not appear to affect the rheological properties. This was 

expected and indicates that whatever damage was done to the 

macromoiecules within the saliva sample occurred during freezing or 

thawing. It would be interesting to determine whether a different method of 

freezing and thawing might decrease the reduction in surface film formation. 

Since ceils can be frozen without iosing their viability it may be possible to 

freeze saliva using these techniques to minimise the damaging effects of 

freezing or thawing.

The iack of difference between the surface rheological properties of sampies 

which had been frozen at either -20°C or at -70°C makes -20°C the 

temperature of choice for storing saliva samples. This is because faciiities for 

freezing sampies at this temperature are more readily available and because 

samples can be relatively conveniently transported in dry ice without raising 

their temperature.
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The decision to use normal saline to dilute the saliva was based on the fact 

that it is readily available in a sterile form which will not vary from batch to 

batch (Appendix 1 ). it is possible that using a solution of NaCI will increase 

the surface film formation as has been shown for solutions of acacia (Moules 

and Warburton 1990). This may account for the finding that when frozen 

stimulated parotid saliva was diluted down to a 30% solution there was no 

loss of surface elasticity. However as saliva is hypotonic to normal saline it 

may have been more appropriate to dilute saliva with sterile water. Provided 

that the decrease in surface rheologicai properties of saliva which is brought 

about by freezing is proportional to the values of the samples tested 

immediately after collection it may still be possible to develop a clinical test 

based on surface rheologicai properties of frozen diluted saliva samples.

The use of lemon flavoured sweets has advantages over the use of citric 

acid or lemon juice since the stimulus does not have to be applied with a 

cotton bud to the tongue. Also since they are pleasantly flavoured one would 

anticipate a high level of patient acceptance if used clinically. The use of an 

artificial sweetener circumvents the potential concern of increasing the caries 

rate if such a test was to be used on a regular basis as was the case in this 

study, it should also be remembered that the flow rates although remarkably 

consistent are mean flow rates and that the flow rate will have involved some 

differences in flow patterns with increased flow rates immediately after the 

lemon sweet was put in the mouth followed by periods of reduced flow. This 

variation may account for some of the variation seen in the surface 

rheologicai properties of the saliva and the use of a drop counter may be 

useful in helping to maintain a constant flow rate.
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5.6 Conclusions

• Stimulated parotid saliva had surface film forming properties broadly 

similar to those of whole resting saliva.

• The variation in surface rheologicai properties of stimulated parotid saliva 

was unexpectedly similar to that of whole resting saliva.

• Storage of stimulated parotid saliva samples at room temperature for Ihr 

did not significantly decrease their surface rheologicai properties.

• Freezing stimulated parotid saliva at either -70°C or -20°C reduced 

surface rheologicai properties by 90% compared with saliva samples 

tested immediately after collection.

• Frozen stimulated parotid saliva could be diluted in normal saline down to 

a 2 % solution whilst still maintaining its ability to form a surface film with 

measurable surface elasticity and surface viscosity.

• Diluting frozen parotid saliva in normal saline did not produce a 

proportional reduction in surface elasticity over a 3hr period when 

compared with the values for undiluted frozen saliva.

• Stimulation of parotid saliva with diabetic lemon sweets produced high 

flow rates of 1.46ml/min/gland which were very reproducible.
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6.1 Introduction

Results of the previous chapter demonstrated that stimulated human parotid 

saliva formed a surface film with broadly similar properties to that formed by 

whole resting saliva (Chapter 4).

The large variation in surface elasticity and surface viscosity between the 

stimulated parotid samples taken from the same individual is difficult to 

explain. It may either reflect changes in the concentration of the components 

of stimulated parotid saliva which contribute to surface film formation or a 

lack of reproducibility of the ORSSR. The coefficients of variation for the 

surface elasticity of solutions of Na CMC (Table 4.3) were approximately ten 

times less than those for saliva suggesting that the variation is biological. 

However, the absence of other techniques to verify these rheologicai 

findings is a serious drawback when attempting to establish a novel property 

of saliva which has only been described in the literature by one other group 

of workers (Waterman et al. 1988) (see section 1.6 ).

The finding that the surface film on saliva can be photographed and shown 

to crease when disturbed (Fig. 5.4) suggests that isolation of the film may be 

possible. This would enable the composition of the film to be studied and by 

comparison with the composition of saliva it could be established whether 

the film formation was a function of a specific fraction within saliva. By 

comparing the composition of the saliva sample being tested with its surface 

rheologicai properties, an explanation for the variation between samples may 

be possible. This would have obvious implications for developing a clinical 

test.
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6.2 Aims

1. To isolate the surface film formed on stimulated parotid saliva and 

investigate its composition.

2. To determine whether the protein composition of the surface film differed 

significantly from that of the bulk of the sample.

3. To investigate the correlation between the surface rheologicai properties 

of stimulated parotid saliva samples and the composition of the saliva 

sample.

6.3 Materials and methods

6.3.1 Collection of stimulated parotid saiiva

Stimulated parotid saliva was collected on 10 occasions from one individual 

as before using the method previously described (section 5.3.1).

After determination of the flow rate, 7ml of each saliva sample was used to 

assess the surface elasticity and surface viscosity and 0.5ml was stored 

frozen at -20°C for analysis of the surface rheology of a diluted frozen 

sample. The remainder of the saliva was stored frozen at -20°C in 1ml 

aliquots for analysis of its composition.

6.3.2 Assessment of rheologicai properties and storage of samples

The rheologicai changes associated with the formation of a surface film were 

studied as described in section 5.3.2 for Ihr. After removal of the ring from 

the surface of the saliva a hole was visible corresponding to the area of 

surface film removed as a meniscus by the ORSSR ring (Fig. 5.4). A 1 ml
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aliquot of saliva was taken from the bottom of the sample in the dish and this 

was store frozen at -20°C for future anaiysis. The remaining saliva was 

removed from under the fiim with a pipette so that the fiim was lowered to 

the base of the dish (Fig. 6.1). The saliva below the film was removed as 

completely as possible by tilting the dish once the film appeared to have 

settled onto the base. This caused the remaining saiiva to pool at the lowest 

point facilitating its removai. The iid was piaced on the tissue cuiture dish 

and was seaied with sticky tape. The dish and fiim were frozen and stored at 

-20°C untii aii samples were ready and were transported in dry ice prior to 

anaiysis in The Secretory and Soft Tissue Research Unit, King's Coiiege 

School of Medicine and Dentistry, London (see Acknowledgements).

Fig. 6.1 isoiation of the surface fiim was achieved by removing the saiiva 

through the hoie left in the film by the ORSSR ring. In this way the film was 

lowered to the base of the dish.

On five of the ten occasions that samples were collected eight 1 ml aliquots 

were frozen and transported to The Dept. Analytical Chemistry at the School 

of Pharmacy for additional analysis (see section 6.3.4).
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The surface rheologicai properties of the 0.5ml aliquots, frozen at -20°C, 

were studied for IBOmin after thawing and diluting to an 8 % solution in saline 

(see section 5.3.1 and section 5.3.2).

The Student's t test was used to compare the surface rheologicai properties 

of the 1 0  parotid samples tested immediately after collection in this series of 

experiments (see section 6.3.1) with the samples used in the earlier 

experiments on parotid saliva (see section 5.3.1). The frozen and diluted 

parotid saliva samples were compared in the same way.

Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated to investigate the 

relationships between the surface rheologicai properties and protein 

concentration.

The two sets of stimulated parotid saliva samples were taken some months 

apart and the possibility of a seasonal variation was assessed by calculating 

the correlation between the temperature in London at 9.00am on the day of 

collection and the surface rheologicai properties.

6.3.3 Investigation of the composition of the surface fiim

6.3.3.1 Estimation of protein concentration

After thawing the protein in the film, which was adherent to the base of the 

dish, was solubilised in 1 ml of 1% sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS) and the 

protein content assayed using the simplified Lowry assay (Peterson 1977) 

(see Appendix 2). The protein concentration of the 1 ml aliquots which were
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taken from the parotid saliva immediately after collection and those taken 

from beneath the film were also assayed for protein concentration. The 

remainder of the sample was subsequently freeze-dried and stored at -20°C 

until required.

6.3.3 2 SDS page electrophoresis

Characterisation of the protein composition of the samples was assessed 

using a vertical slab electrophoresis unit (LKB-Pharmacia) and 5%-20% 

gradient gels.

The heavy and light solutions were prepared at pH 8 . 8  in 0.375M Tris-HCI 

and contained:

Constituent 2 0 % solution 5% solution

Acrylamide 2 0 % 5%

Crosslinker 0.53% 0.13%

Glycerol 14.5% 3.62%

SDS 0 .1 % 0 .1 %

Table 6.1 Constituents of heavy and light solutions used to prepare gradient 

gels for SDS page electrophoresis.

5-20% gradient gels were prepared by mixing heavy and light acrylamide 

solutions in a proprietary gradient maker (BioRad, UK). TEMED 

(Tetramethylethylenediamine) (O.Sjul/ml) and ammonium persulphate (2^1/ml
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of 1 0 % of stock solution) were added to the mixing chambers to catalyse the 

polymerisation which took approximately 2 hr.

A 5% stacking gei, pH 6 . 8  was cast on top of the separating gel to enable 

samples to be applied and for protein stacking.

Freeze-dried sampies containing 20-40^g of protein (as calcuiated from the 

Lowry assay) were resuspended in IOOjL/1 of solubilising buffer pH 6 .8 , 

containing 10% glycerol, 2% SDS and 0.04% bromophenol blue tracking 

dye. Samples were reduced in dithiothreitol (5mg/ml), boiled for Smin and 

placed In the prepared wells of the stacking gei. Running buffer pH 8.3, 

containing 25mM Tris, 192mM glycine and 0.1% SDS, was added.

Gels were run overnight at 60 volts, constant voltage. The cassettes were 

then disassembled and the gels stained for 2 hr in a soiution containing 0 .2 % 

Coomassie Biue R250, in 25% methanol and 10% acetic acid. The gels were 

destained over 2-3 days in 10% acetic acid before being examined and 

photographed.

6.3.4 Additional anaiyses of the composition of the saliva samples

The aiiquots from the five parotid samples which were sent to the Dept. 

Analytical Chemistry at The School of Pharmacy (see Acknowledgements) 

were used to perform the following analyses:

1. Micro-analysis of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen content.

2. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (NMR).

3. infra red spectrophotometry.

4. Ultra violet spectrophotometry.

5. Mass spectrometry
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6.4 Results

In this section the surface rheologicai properties of the stimulated parotid 

saliva samples collected as described in section 6.3.1 ("Later samples") are 

compared with those of the 10 parotid samples investigated earlier ("Initial 

samples") in Chapter 5 (see section 5.3.1).

Surface rheologicai properties

a. Tested immediately after collection

After 28min the surface elasticity and surface viscosity of two parotid 

samples increased beyond that measurable by the ORSSR. Analysis of the 

results was therefore restricted to 25min when all samples could be 

included. The increase in surface elasticity and surface viscosity of the 

"later" parotid samples followed similar patterns to those of the earlier 

experiments ("initial" samples) (Chapter 5). There was a marked increase in 

both surface elasticity and surface viscosity with time but the values for the 

"later" samples were three to four times higher than those of the "initial" 

samples. These differences were statistically significant (p<0.05) at all time 

intervals (Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3).

b. Tested after freezing and dilution

The results of the surface rheologicai experiments conducted after the 

parotid samples had been frozen and diluted were in complete contrast to 

those of the samples tested immediately after collection. The surface 

elasticity and surface viscosity of the "later" samples were lower than those 

of the "initial" samples. These differences were statistically significant at all 

time interval from 60min-180min for the surface elasticity and from 1 2 0 min- 

180min for the surface viscosity (Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5).
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Fig 6.2 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (±sem) of parotid saliva 

samples taken from the same individual on different occasions some months 

apart (n=10). The surface elasticity of the later samples was significantly 

higher (p<0.05) than the earlier samples at all times intervals studied.
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Fig 6.3 A comparison of the mean surface viscosity (±sem) of parotid saliva 

samples taken from the same individual on different occasions some months 

apart (n=10). The surface viscosity of the later samples was significantly 

higher (p<0.05) than the earlier samples at all times intervals studied.
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Fig. 6.4 A comparison of the mean surface elasticity (±sem) against time for 

the two groups of stimulated parotid saliva from the same individual which 

had been frozen at -20°C and diluted to an 8 % solution in normal saline 

(n=1 0 ).
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Fig. 6.5 A comparison of the mean surface viscosity (±sem) against time for 

the two groups of stimulated parotid saliva from the same individual which 

had been frozen at -20°C and diluted to an 8 % solution in normal saline 

(n=1 0 ).
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Correlation with the temperature on the day of collection 

The correlation between the temperature on the day of saliva collection and 

the surface elasticity and surface viscosity were both 0.73 (Fig 6 . 6  and 

Fig. 6.7) and these were statistically significant (p<0.01).

Protein concentration of samples

The mean protein concentration of the 10 parotid samples (see section 

6.3.1) was 5.85mg/ml (sd 0.93, range 4.11-7.19mg/ml) and there was no 

significant correlation between protein concentration and surface rheologicai 

properties.

Protein composition of salivary film

Three of the samples were lost during processing and the results of the 

electrophoresis are restricted to the seven samples which remained. The 

SDS page electrophoresis gels demonstrated a large number of protein 

bands many of which were proline rich proteins (Fig. 6 .8 ). There were no 

differences between the protein bands of the saliva samples taken 

immediately after collection and the samples taken from beneath the film at 

the end of the experiments.

A comparison of the protein bands in the surface film with those of the 

parotid saliva samples revealed clear and consistent differences in their 

composition. Whilst all of the proteins which were present in saliva were also 

present in the surface film samples there was a predominance of a large 

molecular weight (>205 KDa) protein and a low molecular weight (approx. 

10-12KDa) protein in the surface film.
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saliva (n=2 0 ).
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Additional analyses of the composition of saliva

The full range of additional analyses undertaken in the Dept. Analytical 

Chemistry was not available for all of the samples making the calculation of 

correlation coefficients between composition of saliva and its surface 

rheologicai properties impossible. A summary of the results is given below.

Micro-analvsis of carbon, hvdrooen and nitrocen.

The concentrations of carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen were 27-28%, 4.2- 

5.8% and 8.2-8.8% respectively.

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (NMRT

NMR produced a highly complex spectra with approximately 20 prominent 

peaks including creatinine, proline and aspartate.

Infra red spectrophotometry.

The spectra was consistent with stretching of N-H and C=0 bonds.

Ultra violet spectrophotometry.

There was a strong absorption at 290nm consistent with the presence of 

amino acids.

Mass spectrometry

The individual peaks of the spectra could not be identified in the parotid 

samples. Separation by High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

before undertaking mass spectrometry would facilitate the identification of 

individual peaks.
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6.5 Discussion

The finding that the composition of the surface film differed from that of the 

bulk of the parotid saliva samples indicates that some proteins within the 

saliva are concentrated at the surface. The formation of surface films by 

macromolecules at the air-liquid interface has been described previously 

(see section 1.6 and section 2.1). However, this is the first demonstration of 

a surface film being formed by selective concentration of molecular 

components at the surface.

It is possible that the smaller molecular weight protein acts as a binding 

protein during surface film formation and may be responsible for 

strengthening the large molecular weight glycoprotein network. Certainly 

serum albumin has been shown to significantly affect the rheologicai and 

lubricating properties of saliva (Hatton et al. 1985; Mellema et al. 1992). 

However the role of serum albumin in saliva is unknown and it has been 

suggested that the albumin is a component which "leaks" into saliva from the 

blood rather than being actively secreted. It would be interesting to 

investigate whether the smaller molecular weight protein identified in the 

surface film has the same properties of increasing viscosity and lubrication 

attributed to serum albumin.

It was unfortunate that technical difficulties related to the size of the gels 

prevented them being scanned densometrically to quantify the protein 

concentrations in the surface film.

All of the protein bands present in stimulated parotid saliva were also 

present in the isolated surface film. This may be a true representation of the
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composition of the film or indicate that there was some "contamination" of 

the sample. This may have occurred because when the film was lowered to 

the base of the dish it was not possible to remove all of the saliva which may 

have been significant in proportion to a film which has been reported to be of 

the order of lOOnm in thickness (Waterman et al. 1988).

It was surprising that there were statistically significant differences in the 

surface rheologicai properties between the groups of stimulated parotid 

saliva samples which were taken several months apart. This was a 

completely unexpected finding and suggests that the composition of the 

saliva differed. The reasons for this are not clear because although the flow 

rate of parotid saliva has been shown to decrease in the summer months 

(Shannon 1966) there are no reports of compositional changes of this 

nature. Further longitudinal studies will be required to fully investigate the 

variation in the surface rheologicai properties of saliva observed in this 

study.

The contrast between the rheologicai properties of the two groups of parotid 

samples tested i) immediately after collection and ii) after freezing and 

dilution was very interesting. The "initial" samples having lower values 

immediately after collection but higher values after freezing and dilution than 

the "later" samples. This suggests that;

1 . The film being formed after the saliva has been frozen is likely to be 

composed of different molecules to the film formed immediately after 

collection. If this was not the case one would expect freezing and dilution to 

cause a proportional reduction in film strength. The samples forming the 

strongest films immediately after collection would be expected to form the
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strongest films after freezing and dilution. Possible explanations for these 

findings are discussed further in section 7.3.1.

2. Utilising frozen diluted parotid samples is not a reliable method of 

assessing the surface rheologicai properties of stimulated parotid saliva. 

This finding has serious implications for investigating surface rheologicai 

properties in pathological states and the possibility of developing a useful 

clinical diagnostic test. It would not be possible to freeze samples and send 

them to a laboratory remote from the clinical environment although a more 

detailed investigation of the effects of different methods of storing samples 

might circumvent this problem.

Normal saline may not have been the most appropriate liquid with which to 

dilute saliva because saliva is hypotonic to plasma. However, sodium 

chloride has been shown to increase the surface elasticity of acacia 

solutions (Moules and Warburton 1990) and the results of the current study 

showed no loss of surface elasticity until saliva had been diluted below a 

30% solution. This suggested that either saline might be useful to amplify the 

elasticity of diluted solutions of saliva or that there is a complex relationship 

between concentration and surface film formation.

There is as always a danger of over interpretation of data relating to 

correlation coefficients. The present study was not designed to investigate 

changes of a longitudinal nature but the differences between the two groups 

of ten stimulated parotid saliva samples was striking (Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3). 

The most obvious variable between 10 samples taken predominantly in 

February and March and 10 samples taken in predominantly in July is the 

external temperature but other factors related to this such as level of
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hydration and the diet might also be important. The conclusion from this 

aspect of the study is simply that the surface rheologicai properties of 

stimulated parotid saliva samples, collected from one individual intermittently 

for over a year, varied significantly with time.

There were no usable correlations between the surface rheologicai 

properties and other parameters investigated (protein concentration, micro 

analysis, NMR spectra, UV spectra and infra red spectra) in the saliva 

sample. If there had been a clinical test could have been devised to assess 

the film forming potential of a saliva sample indirectly. An advantage of all of 

the above techniques is that they can be performed on very small volumes of 

frozen saliva. A disadvantage of these experimental methods is that the 

saliva is broken down into its smallest components. The values for these 

tests therefore reflect total concentration and changes in the individual 

constituents may be missed due to them representing only a small 

proportion of the total. NMR may however be useful in future research to 

characterise the composition of the surface film more fully.
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6 . 6  Conclusions

• The surface film formed by stimulated parotid saliva contains proteins 

which are preferentially concentrated at the surface.

• There are two dominant protein bands in the surface film: i) a large 

molecular weight glycoprotein (>205 KDa) and ii) a low molecular weight 

(approx. 10-12KDa) protein.

• The surface elasticity and surface viscosity of stimulated parotid samples 

which were collected over a period greater than a year varied significantly 

with time.

• Frozen diluted parotid samples did not possess surface film forming 

properties proportional to those of the original sample tested immediately 

after collection.
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7.1 Introduction

The current investigation has demonstrated surface film formation on both 

whole resting saliva and stimulated parotid saliva which supports the results 

of earlier studies (Barnes 1988; Waterman et al. 1988; Mellema et al. 

1992). The combined weight of all of these studies establishes the 

phenomenon of salivary surface film formation. However, they have involved 

different methodologies and have presented their data on surface film 

formation in different forms making detailed comparisons impossible.

The film which formed on stimulated parotid saliva in the current study 

contained two protein fractions which were preferentially concentrated at the 

surface (a large molecular weight glycoprotein >205 KDa and a small 

molecular weight protein <12 KDa) (see section 6.4). This is the first time 

that this feature has been reported in the literature and further work is 

planned to fully characterise these protein bands. It is possible that the low 

molecular weight protein acts as a binding protein, cementing the larger 

glycoprotein into a network. Certainly another lower molecular weight 

protein, human serum albumin, has been demonstrated to increase the 

viscoelasticity of bovine submandibular mucin (Mellema et al. 1992) and to 

increase the lubricating properties of proline rich glycoproteins from human 

parotid saliva (Hatton et al. 1985).

The surface rheological properties of stimulated parotid saliva were not 

related to the total protein concentration of the saliva. This is the first time 

that the influence of protein concentration on the rheological properties of 

saliva has been investigated. The lack of a relationship between the two 

suggests that subtle changes in the composition of the protein fraction of 

saliva may have significant effects on the surface film forming properties. A
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study which sought to investigate differences in the total protein content of 

saliva between two groups would therefore fail to identify differences in the 

film forming properties of the saliva samples.

It is still unknown whether the surface film has an important function itself, 

perhaps related to lubrication or prevention of desiccation, or whether it is a 

phenomenon which occurs as an inconsequential side effect of the 

composition of saliva. The surface film strength is dramatic and is 

significantly greater than any other solution tested (see section 2.1). This 

strength is particularly significant in view of the fact that the mean protein 

concentration of the saliva samples was only 0.6% (see section 6.4). In the 

current study the surface film of saliva tested immediately after collection 

continued to increase in strength for periods of up to Ihr. The surface 

elasticity and surface viscosity of saliva are measurable after a few seconds 

and increase rapidly thereafter. Intra orally the surface film of saliva will not 

have such a long period of time to form which means that interpretation of 

data at shorter time intervals may be more representative physiologically.

7.2 Determination of the function of the surface film of saliva

There is currently no information available to enable the importance of the 

surface film to be established. Whilst saliva formed a strong surface film the 

commercially available saliva substitutes which were tested had no 

measurable surface film forming properties at all. This can be interpreted in 

two ways dependent upon how satisfactory saliva substitutes are perceived 

to be. If currently available saliva substitutes are considered to be good then 

the implication is that the surface film which forms on saliva is unimportant 

since saliva substitutes function well without sharing this property. On the
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other hand saliva substitutes maybe considered to be far from ideal, as 

concluded in section 1 .8 . If this is the case then it is possible that the lack of 

surface film forming properties contributes to their relatively poor 

approximation of the physical properties of saliva and to their limited clinical 

efficacy. Establishing the function of the salivary surface film will be essential 

for stimulating research interest in the surface rheology of saliva. There are 

two logical approaches to elucidating the function of the surface film:

i. Characterisation of the components of the salivary film formed by different 

glandular secretions under physiological conditions. This may enable a 

considered judgement to be made regarding the function of the film. Such 

studies are relatively convenient to perform on saliva from healthy human 

subjects. Alternatively animal saliva may be used although this poses 

different problems. Certainly commonly used laboratory animals would 

enable comparison of the surface film forming properties of saliva from 

herbivores, carnivores and omnivores.

ii. By studying salivary surface film formation in pathological states clinical 

conditions may become apparent in which the film formation is different from 

healthy controls. The signs and symptoms suffered by these patients would 

contribute to the understanding of the role of the surface film. If there are 

pathological states in which surface film formation i^ deficient it may be 

possible to develop a clinical test which will have a useful clinical function. 

The wide variation between samples from one individual suggest that such 

studies should be of a longitudinal rather than cross sectional design.

It seems likely that a combination of these approaches will provide the best 

opportunity to identify the function of the surface film formed on saliva. The
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desire to over interpret the data currently available on surface film formation 

should be avoided.

7.3 Development of a diagnostic test

It may appear premature to consider the development of a clinically useful 

diagnostic test, utilising the surface film forming properties of saliva, before 

the function or importance of this property has been established. 

Nevertheless the current project evolved from the hypothesis that some 

patients complain of symptoms, such as a burning mouth, which maybe 

related to changes in the quality of their saliva and that these changes will 

not be detected by routine assessments of salivary flow rate. A long term 

aim of this research was therefore to study saliva from such patients and 

there are factors related to the feasibility of performing such tests on patients 

which should be addressed at this stage.

Surface rheology is not a technique which is widely available and in order for 

it to be used in the study of disease it was considered a great advantage to 

be able to store and dilute the saliva samples. This would enable small 

volumes of saliva to be assayed remote from the clinical environment, 

dramatically increasing the number of subjects that could be studied. The 

effects of storage and dilution on the surface film forming properties of saliva 

are of particular importance and will therefore be considered in greater 

detail.
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7.3.1 Effect of storage

It is widely accepted that if saliva is allowed to stand after collection its 

composition will be altered (Davis 1971; Jenkins 1978) and the bulk 

rheological properties have been shown to be reduced for whole resting 

saliva which had been left to stand for 30 min (Roberts 1981).

The results of the current study demonstrated an approximately 90% 

reduction in surface rheological properties after the saliva had been frozen 

and thawed. Surprisingly, there appear to be no published studies 

investigating the effects of freezing on the rheological properties of saliva. 

This may reflect the fact that most rheological studies have investigated 

relatively small numbers of saliva samples from healthy subjects (see 

section 1.5) and have therefore been able to analyse the rheological 

properties immediately after collection.

The effect of freezing, storing and thawing on the viscosity of sputum has 

been investigated but has produced contentious results (Charman and Reid 

1973). Since it is now possible to freeze and thaw cells without loss of vitality 

it seems that further investigation of the effects of different methods of 

freezing might enable a method to be established which will minimise 

damage.

However, an increase in the viscosity of tracheal mucus brought about by 

divalent cations was considered to be due to a change in molecular shape 

(Marriott, Shih, and Litt 1979). This suggests that the molecular interactions 

involved in gel formation are very sensitive to the shape of the molecule. 

Under such circumstances it is understandable how any loss of tertiary
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structure following freezing might result in significant loss of surface 

rheological properties.

An alternative explanation for the loss of surface rheological properties 

following freezing relates to the possible precipitation of one of the protein 

components of the surface film. It is interesting to speculate that the 90% 

reduction in the surface rheological properties of previously frozen saliva 

may be related to precipitation of the low molecular weight protein fraction 

which is present in the surface film. Support for such a hypothesis comes 

from a study in which a protein of molecular weight 1 1  0 0 0  in the 

submandibular saliva from patients with cystic fibrosis precipitated in the 

presence of calcium (Bettelheim 1971). The molecular weight of the 

precipitated protein is strikingly similar to that of the low molecular weight 

protein identified in the surface film (section 6.4). If this protein does 

precipitate it would offer an explanation for the lack of significant correlation 

between the surface rheological properties of parotid samples which were 

tested immediately after collection and after being frozen and diluted. If the 

low molecular weight protein is important for crosslinking the network formed 

at the surface of saliva its concentration may be critical but after freezing this 

effect would be lost following its precipitation. Different molecules are 

therefore likely to be responsible for surface film formation after the saliva 

has been frozen. Whilst this hypothesis is speculative it will be tested by 

comparing the protein composition of parotid saliva which has been frozen 

with the protein composition of a matched parotid sample which has been 

frozen and centrifuged to remove any precipitate. If the above hypothesis is 

correct the centrifuged samples will have a markedly reduced protein band in 

the region of the lower molecular weight protein which is involved in surface 

film formation.
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7.3.2 Effect of dilution

The finding that the two sets of 10 stimulated parotid samples taken some 

months apart had different rheological properties was unexpected. This 

enabled an assessment to be made of the appropriateness of freezing and 

diluting saliva samples when assessing the surface film formation. If the 

technique was to be suitable for the development of a clinical test the 

reduction in surface rheological properties had to be proportional to the 

rheological properties of the samples tested immediately after collection. 

Unfortunately this was not the case (Fig. 6.2 - Fig. 6.5) which means that at 

present saliva samples must be studied immediately after collection. 

Interestingly, storage at room temperature for Ih r did not significantly reduce 

the surface film formation of parotid saliva. Further studies to investigate the 

storage of saliva at 4°C will be undertaken since if saliva can be stored for 

24hr this will be a significant advantage in enabling larger numbers of clinical 

saliva samples to be studied.

The effect of dilution may be important because the surface film formation 

will be dependent on an adequate number of molecules reaching the surface 

and forming a network. 7ml of saliva were used in the experiments using the 

ORSSR giving a thickness of saliva of approaching 1 cm whereas in vivo 

saliva exists as a layer of approximately 0 .1 mm in thickness (Collins and 

Dawes 1987). In experiments on saliva using the ORSSR there would 

therefore have been an excess of molecules available to contribute to 

surface film formation. In vivo the surface film forming potential of these 

molecules may be much more dependent on their concentration.
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The difficulties encountered in the current study suggests that freezing and 

diluting saliva samples to enable rheological measurements to be taken 

remote from the clinical site are inappropriate at present. The focus of future 

research will be on characterising the surface properties with samples tested 

immediately after collection.

An alternative approach which would enable small volumes of saliva 

samples to be studied would be to miniaturise the equipment. Whilst this 

would seem an attractive option the difficulties associated with incorporating 

such modifications are considerable and if the volume of solution is reduced 

too much, adhesive effects between the ring and the dish may be 

encountered causing interference with rheological measurements (see 

section 3.3 2.2).

The finding that there are two protein bands which are concentrated at the 

surface of saliva raises the possibility of assaying the concentration of these 

proteins as a clinical test in the future. Differences in their concentration will 

not be apparent from the total protein analysis because they comprise only a 

small proportion of the total protein present in saliva.

7.4 Choice of subject for saliva samples

In the initial series of experiments saliva from 10 healthy volunteers was 

used to assess the surface elasticity and surface viscosity of whole resting 

saliva (see section 4.4). In all subsequent experiments the saliva samples 

used were taken from one individual.
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There are advantages and disadvantages to such a policy which has been 

used before in the study of the rheology of saliva (Roberts 1981). The major 

disadvantage of this approach is that although the subject is considered to 

be normal and representative of the population the results obtained are for 

one individual only and this means that further studies are required to 

confirm the findings on larger numbers of subjects. The advantage is that 

there is a greater opportunity to reduce variation since the inter-subject 

biological variation is eliminated. In addition, a number of factors which 

influence the salivary flow rate (see section 1.2.3) and hence composition, 

can be more readily standardised with one subject. In the current study the 

frequent sampling from one healthy subject over a prolonged period of time 

has also raised the issue of whether there are significant longitudinal 

changes in the composition of saliva.

This has important implications for compositional studies of saliva if samples 

from subjects are taken over a prolonged period of time. It also raises the 

important question of whether longitudinal studies investigating the 

composition of saliva may yield useful information in pathological states such 

as oral dysaesthesia in which symptoms may be intermittent. Since the 

stimulated flow rate in the current study was remarkably consistent it also 

suggests that changes which may occur in the composition of saliva are 

independent of the flow rate. The traditional clinical investigation of salivary 

flow rate may therefore be only one part of the picture.

7.5 Relevance of surface rheology to saliva substitutes

The rheological properties of saliva assessed with the ORSSR ring 

positioned in the surface and in the bulk were in complete contrast to those
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of polyethylene oxide and Na CMC which are both used as saliva 

substitutes. Whilst the elasticity and viscosity of saliva recorded at the 

surface were much higher than those in the bulk the opposite was true for 

polyethylene oxide and Na CMC.

These findings suggest that when formulating a saliva substitute the choice 

of macromolecule is critical if the rheological properties of saliva are to be 

copied. Certainly the rheological properties measured at the surface of 

polyethylene oxide and Na CMC are not related to concentration in a linear 

manner. Surface rheological properties of solutions of macromolecules may 

also be strongly influenced by the way in which they have been processed. 

Freezing parotid saliva resulted in a 90% reduction in surface properties and 

the lack of surface film formation of the Saliva Orthana™, which contains 

3.5% pig gastric mucin, suggests that freezing drying may also reduce 

surface rheological properties. Surprisingly the rheological properties of 

polyethylene oxide measured at the surface were reduced by tableting 

although the rationale for this is unclear.

A consequence of the marked surface film forming properties of saliva is that 

saliva may have a lower bulk viscosity than is apparent from studies using 

cone and plate rheometers. This is because if a strong viscoelastic surface 

film forms at the air-saliva interface this will influence the viscosity measured 

by the rheometer (Fig. 7.1). This may result in properties being attributed to 

the bulk of saliva which are actually not bulk properties. This concern was 

raised for other protein solutions as early as 1974 (McMillan 1974). To verify 

such an effect further studies would be required comparing the viscosity 

values obtained from cone and plate rheometers with those from cup and 

bob rheometers.
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There are currently no commercially available saliva substitutes with surface 

film forming properties. It would be interesting to develop such a saliva 

substitute containing the two protein fractions which were concentrated in 

the surface film in the current study. Patient assessment of such a substitute 

may give an indication of the importance of the surface film which forms at 

the air-saliva interface.

Cone

Test
liquid

Plate

A tough 
surface film 
may be 
formed at the 
air liquid 
inter-face

Fig. 7.1 If a solution which forms a tough surface film such as saliva is 

studied using a cone and plate rheometer it is possible that this film will 

significantly affect the results obtained.

The aims of the study were to i) investigate the surface film formation of 

saliva, ii) compare its properties to those of saliva substitutes and 

iii) undertake preliminary analysis of its composition. These aims have been 

achieved with evidence presented that emphasises the contrast between the 

strong surface film formed by saliva and the lack of measurable film growth 

on saliva substitutes. The film which formed on stimulated parotid saliva has
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been shown to be composed predominantly of two protein bands, one with a 

large molecular weight (>205 KDa) and one with a low molecular weight 

(« 10-12 KDa). Many further questions have been raised particularly in 

relation to the effects of freezing and dilution on the surface film forming 

properties of saliva.

7.6 Conclusions

• Whole resting saliva and stimulated parotid saliva formed a tough 

viscoelastic surface film at the air-saliva interface which could be isolated 

for investigation of its composition.

• Two proteins were concentrated in the surface film, one with a molecular 

weight >205 KDa and one <12 KDa.

• Commercially available saliva substitutes tested in this study did not have 

measurable surface film growth.

• Freezing parotid saliva resulted in an approximately 90% reduction in 

surface elasticity and surface viscosity.

• Diluting frozen saliva in saline produced a further reduction in surface 

rheological properties which was not proportional to the concentration of 

saliva.

• The surface rheological properties of stimulated parotid saliva from one 

individual showed significant variation in a longitudinal study.

• There was no significant correlation between surface rheological 

properties and the protein concentration of saliva.
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7.7 Future work

Further studies will be centred around the following areas of research:

• Further characterisation of the composition of the surface film with 

particular regard to the dominant protein bands and also utilising NMR.

• Investigation of the effect of freezing on the protein composition of saliva 

with regard to the two protein bands identified in the surface film.

• Investigation of the relationship between the concentration of the two 

dominant proteins in the surface film and its rheological properties. This 

may enable a clinical test to be developed based on the composition of 

saliva which reflects its physical properties.

• Longitudinal studies to assess the variation in surface rheological 

properties in patients with oral dysaesthesia and recurrent aphthous 

stomatitis compared with healthy controls.

• Development of a saliva substitute with film forming properties.
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Appendix 1

Saliva substitutes

Saliva Orthana.
3.5% porcine gastric mucin.
Nycomed, Kastrup, Denmark.

Constituents

Mucin, Gastric 3.5%
Xyiitoi 2%
Menthae piperitae aetheroleum 0.005%
Spearmint oil 0.005%
Methylis parahydroxybenzoas 0.1%
Benzaikoni chloridiun 0.002%
EDTA - disodium 0.05%
Sodium fluoride 0.00042%
Solvent - water

Glandosane.
1 % sodium carboxymethylcellulose. 
Fresenius AG, Bad Homburg, Germany.

Constituents

Sodium Carboxymethylcellulose 1% 
Sorbitol 3%
Sodium chloride 0.0844%
Potassium chloride 0.12%
Calcium chloride (2 H2 0 ) 0.0146%
Magnesium chloride (GHgO) 0.0052% 
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate 0.034% 
Solvent: water 
Propellant: Carbon dioxide

Luborant.
0.65% sodium carboxymethylcellulose.
Antigen Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Roscrea, Ireland.

Constituents

Potassium chloride B.P. 
Magnesium chloride B.P. 
Calcium chloride B.P.

0.062%
0.0059%
0.0166%
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Potassium phosphate 
dibasic U.S.P. 0.08%

Potassium phosphate
monobasic N.F. 0.036%
Sodium fluoride B.P. 0.00043%
Sodium
carboxymethylcellulose B.P. 0.64%
Sorbitol B.P. 2.99%
Nipasept sodium 0.199%
Carmoisine red C.1.14720 1.992%

Solvent water

Other products used in the assessment of the surface rheological 
properties using the ORSSR

Carboxymethylcellulose sodium salt.
Product No. 27929
Viscosity of 1% solution @ 20®C 1500 ±400cP.
BDH Ltd., Poole, England.

Polyethylene oxide (CH2  CH2 0-)n- 
Cat. No. 18947-2
Average molecular weight = 5 x1 0 .̂
Aldrich.
(Kindly supplied by The Guy's Hospital Pharmacy as powder and as 150mg 
tablets).

Vivil Lemon Sweets.
Ingredients include - Sorbitol, Citric Acid, Vegetable oil, Acesulfame-K.
Vivil UK Ltd., Thame, Oxfordshire, England.

Saline, 0.9% sodium chloride for injection - sterile.
Code F7124.
Baxter Health Care Ltd., Thetford, Norfolk, England.
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Appendix 2

Simplified Lowry's protein assay (650nm absorbance)

Stock solutions
1 . Copper-Tartrate-Carbonate (CTC):

1. Solution A: 2 0 % NaCOa
ii. Solution B: 0.2% CUSO4  and 0.4% potassium tartrate.

Equal volumes of solution A and solution B were slowly mixed to produce a 
CTC solution -10% carbonate and 0.1% Cu and 0.2% Tartrate.

2.10% sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS)
3. 0.8M NaOH
4. Folin-Ciocalteu phenol reagent (BDH)

Working solutions
1. Reagent A: equal volumes of stock solutions 1-4 above.
2. Reagent B; 1 volume of Folin-Ciocalteu phenol reagent to 5 of ddH2 0 .

Preparation of standard curve and samples
A. 1. Zero (dd H2O) 200pl/vial.

2. Protein standard SOpg/jiil (Sigma Diagnostics)
200jLil aliquots for standard curve contained Spg, 6 |ng, 4|ng, 2pg and 
1 |ug of protein.

3. Test sample - diluted 1:100 in ddH2 0

B. 200|liI of Reagent A added to each vial, mixed immediately and
allowed to stand for lOmin.

C. lOOpI of Reagent B added to each vial, mixed immediately and
allowed to stand for 2 0 min.

D. All samples (incl. standards and zero) transferred to cuvette vials.
E. Protein concentration read on Ultraspec 4050 system.
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Appendix 3

Publications in support of thesis

Smith, S.R., Warburton, B., and Challacombe, S. (1993) Surface rheology of 
resting whole saliva and saliva substitutes. Journal of Dental Research 72: 
735 (abstr.).

Smith, S.R., Warburton, B., and Challacombe, S. (1994) Effect of freezing on 
the surface rheology of stimulated human parotid saliva. Journal of Dental 
Research 73: 836 (abstr).

Smith, S.R., Warburton, B., Moules, 0., and Challacombe, S. (1992) The 
surface shear rheology and surface tension of carboxymethylcellulose 
solutions in the presence of NaCI, sodium lauryl sulphate and phosphate 
buffer pH 1 .9. In Gums and Stabilizers in the Food Industry 6. Edited by G.
O. Phillips, P. A. Williams and D. J. Wedlock. (IRL Press; Oxford) 501-506.
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s R SMITH 1*. B W A R B U R T 0 N 2 , S CHALLACOMBES (I.Dept Oral Med 
and Periodontology, LHMC 2. The School of Pharmacy, 3. UMDS) Effect Of 
freezing on the surface rheology of stimulated human parotid saliva.

The aim of the study was to determine the effect of freezing on the viscoelastic film forming
properties of human parotid saliva. Stimulated parotid saliva was collected with modified
Lashley cups from one individual and studied immediately (n=10) and after storage at -70°C
(n=10) or -20°C (n=13). Surface elasticity was measured, after 30 min for fresh parotid saliva
and for time periods of up to 180 min for frozen samples at 37°C, using an Oscillating Ring
Surface Shear Rheometer. Results showed that after 30min the mean surface elasticity of
frozen saliva (11.57mN/m for -70°C samples and 17.84mN/m for -20°C samples) was
significantly lower (p<0.05, Student t test) than the saliva examined immediately after
collection (surface elasticity = 177.56 mN/m). There were no statistically significant
differences between samples frozen at -70°C or -20°C at any time interval studied although the
elasticity of the surface film continued to increase throughout the experiment (surface elasticity
after 180min = 55.10 mN/m for -70°C samples and 46.04 mN/m for -20°C samples).
Conclusion - The surface rheological properties of stimulated human parotid saliva were
significantly reduced by storing the saliva frozen at either -70°C or -20°C
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s. R. SMITH 1*. B. WARBURT0N2, S.CHALLAC0MBE3 (I.Dept Oral Medicine 
and Periodontology, The London Hospital, 2.The School of Pharmacy, Brunswick Square,
London., 3 .Dept. Orai Medicine UMDS, London): Surface rheology of resting whole
saliva and saliva substitutes.

The aim of the study was to determine whether saliva formed a viscoelastic surface film
at the saliva-air interface and if so, whether this was a property shared with
commercially available saliva substitutes. Resting mixed saliva samples were collected 
over ice for 20min from 7 healthy adult subjects and the surface elasticity and viscosity 
measured immediately at using an Oscillating Ring Surface Shear Rheometer for 
time periods of up to 1 hr. Surface rheological properties of three commercial saliva 
substitutes were also investigated, Saliva Orthana^, Luborant^ and Glandosane^. 
Results showed that resting whole saliva demonstrated a highly elastic surface film 
which increased in elasticity with time. There was large inter-subject variation (after 
30min mean surface elasticity was 64.39mN/m, sd 34.24, range 22-122mN/m). No 
surface film formation was detectable with any of the saliva substitutes tested.

Conclusion - Resting whole saliva had a pronounced viscoelastic surface film which 
continued to increase in elasticitv and viscositv with time. Commerciallv available saliva 
substitutes did not have anv detectable viscoelastic surface films.

a. Nycomed, b. Antigen Pharmaceuticals Ltd., c. Fresenius Ltd.

Presented at The British Society of Dental Research meeting 1993.



The surface shear rheology and surface tension of 
carboxymethylcellulose solutions in the presence of 
NaCl, sodium lauryl sulphate and 
phosphate buffer pH 1.9

S.R.SMITH, B.WARBURTON', C .A .MOULES^ and
S.CHALLACOMBE’
Department of Oral Medicine and Periodontology, London Hospital Medical 
College, UK
^Department of Pharmaceutics, School of Pharmacy, Brunswick Square, London, 
UK
^Kruss UK Ltd., Royston, UK
^Department of Oral Medicine and Oral Pathology, Guy’s and Thomas *s UMDS, 
London, UK

ABSTRACTA number of protein and carbohydrate solutions are known to form elastic surface films on ageing. The aim of the present study was to investigate the effect of IM NaCl, phosphate buffer, and sodium lauryl sulphate on the surface properties of 1% and 2% carboxymethylcellulose solutions. The surface shear modulus was determined using an oscillating ring surface shear rheometer and the surface tension using a Kruss tensiometer K12. Results suggest that carboxymethylcellulose solutions formed elastic films the strength of which were decreased by addition of NaCl, sodium lauryl sulphate or use of a phosphate buffer, pH 1,9. The failure of Nad to increase the surface shear modulus of solutions, as has previously been demonstrated for gum acacia, may be due to alterations in the 6 point of the carboxymethylcellulose solutions.
INTRODUCTIONSurface films are formed by solutions of protein and some large carbohydrate molecules. They are in general either solid or liquid, dependent on the charge and shape of the molecules involved. Solid films have cross - linking bonds which give the film a greater degree of structure and elasticity which can conveniently be measured using surface rheological techniques (1,2,3).The biological importance of surface film formation is unknown and is a difficult question to address. Saliva is an important biological fluid (4) with Imown surface film-forming properties (5, 6) . Many substances present in the diet, toothpastes and mouthwashes might be expected to interfere with surface film properties. Due to difficulties inherent in the collection and study of saliva, carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), a common component in artificial salivas was chosen for this study. The aim of this study was to determine whether the surface rigidity modulus and surface tension of solutions of carboxymethylcellulose in distilled water or phosphate buffer were altered by addition of sodium chloride and sodium lauryl sulphate (SLS).
MATERIALS AND METHODSMaterials. 1% and 2% solutions of carboxymethylcellulose were prepared in distilled water and in phosphate buffer pH 1.9. Further solutions also
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contained either IM NaCl or 0.1% sodium lauryl sulphate.MethodsSurface Rheology. The real part of the dynamic surface rigidity modulus G'(s) was measured as a function of time at approximately 6Hz using the normalised resonance oscillating ring surface rheometer. For a full description of the apparatus see Barnes (5). A platinum DuNuoy ring (9mm diameter) was lowered into the surface of 1ml of solutions contained in cylindrical glass petri dishes (diameter 19.5mm). The amplitude of motion of the ring was measured whilst it oscillated through a few degrees by a proximity probe and the signal generated was used to calculate the surface rigidity modulus.Surface Tension. Surface tension was measured using 15ml of solution and a platinum plate in a Kruss Processor Tensiometer K12 (Kruss U.K. Royston,Herts.).All experiments were performed for 15-20 mins at room temperature, 20-22°C. 
RESULTSResults are presented in graphical  form in Figures 1-7. i% carboxymethylcellulose solutions in phosphate buffer did not demonstrate detectable surface film formation and this data is therefore not shown.

Surface Rheology.
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Figure 1. Growth of shear modulus carboxymethylcellulose in distilled water. for 1% solution of
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Figure 2. Growth of shear modulus for a 2% solution of carboxymethylcellulose in distilled water.
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Figure 3. Growth of shear modulus for carboxymethylcellulose in phosphate buffer pH 1.9. 2% solution of
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Figure 4. Change in surface tension with time for a 1% solution of carboxymethylcellulose in distilled water.
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Figure 5. Change in surface tension with time for a 2% solution of carboxymethylcellulose in distilled water.
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Figure 6. Change in surface tension with time for a 1% solution of carboxymethylcellulose in phosphate buffer pH 1.9.
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DISCUSSIONSurface Rheology. The results demonstrate that carboxymethylcellulose has a significant surface rigidity modulus as has been demonstrated for a number of other protein and carbohydrate solutions using the oscillating ring surface shear rheometer (1,2,3). it is interesting that neither sodium chloride nor a buffered solution raised the rigidity modulus of the carboxymethylcellulose solutions, as has been demonstrated for acacia solutions (2), Based on these results it seems likely that the 0point of carboxymethylcellulose has been altered resulting in aggregation of the polymer as opposed to network formation seen in acacia solutions. As expected, the detergent action of sodium lauryl sulphate reduced the surface shear modulus for all solutions in distilled water. This could be explained by competition for surface adsorption of the components present and the likely dominance of surface active agents with their greater lowering of the surface free energy and destruction of solid film forming properties. However this was not the case for the 2% solution in distilled water and the reason for this is not clear.Surface Tension. Surface tension measurements demonstrated a rapid fall in surface tension which may correspond to a rapid diffusion of molecules to the surface layer followed by a slower decline related to maturation of the surface (3) . It is surprising that the 1% carboxymethylcellulose solution containing NaCl in distilled water had a lower surface tension than the 2% solution but this may again be related to the alterations in the 0 point as described for the results of the surface rheology. The reduced surface tension of the solutions containing sodium lauryl sulphate was ejqpected on the basis of competition for the surface as discussed above in relation to surface shear rheology.It is also a commonly held assumption that surface tension itself is a sufficient measure of surface properties for the majority of solutions. However,comparison of surface tension data with surface shear modulus data demonstrates the essentially complementary nature of the measurements as functions of time,for the ageing of surface films.Further studies will be required to characterise the surface film properties of natural saliva and to establish whether the changes in surface properties demonstrated for carboxymethylcellulose are similar. It would appear that the surface properties of carboxymethylcellulose used in artificial salivas may be adversely affected by changes in pH, ionic strength and by the presence of detergents. These effects may be explained in part by aggregation of the polymer under these conditions.
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